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A REVIEW OF LITERATURE, THE ARTS, AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

NOTES .a nd COMMENT
The President and the Vatican-Varietas DelectatCommon Sense-Scientific Progress-Capitalism's Danger-Mud and Applesauce-Old Black Joe-and more.

By

THE EDITORS

how this appointment will help to
bring about peace is not clearly
established. The Vatican's declarations in the interest of peace have
not met with much favor in the
past few years. Some simpleminded people may ask if this
move is thus camouflaged in order
to win Roman Catholic votes in
the coming election. Just what the
reaction of Congress will be to the
appointment is not evident at this
writing. However, the questions
put to the President by the Rev.
Louis D. Newton, prominent Atlanta Baptist clergyman, require
an answer from the White House:
I) Is the salary which Taylor
will draw to be paid by the President or by the government?
2) If it is to be paid by the government, has there been an en-

The President and the Vatican
ONE of the Christmas gifts by
the President to the nation
was the appointment of a "personal representative" to the Vatican in the person of the former
steel magnate Myron C. Taylor.
The reason given for the appointment at that time was to promote
the "furthering of common endeavors for peace and the alleviation of suffering." Mr. Taylor is
not a Roman Catholic, but an
Episcopalian.
This move on the part of the
President did not come altogether
unexpectedly. There have for some
time been noticeable certain straws
which showed how the wind was
blowing. Anything that is intended
to promote peace is bound to be
popular among our people. Just
1

I
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abling act of the Congress authorizing such payment?
3) Is the representative to go to
the Vatican as a religious body or
as a political entity?
4) If as a religious body, would
such an appointment be possible
under the Constitution?
5) If as a political entity, has the
Congress recognized the Vatican as
such?
6) Can the President make such
an appointment without thereby
officially representing and involving the people of the United States?

Varietas Delectat
AT ELEVEN o'clock, C.S.T., on
last Christmas Eve, we tuned
in on our radio to hear Pietro Yon
accompany the pontifical high
mass at St. Patrick's Cathedral in
New York City. The music was
excellent. If we understood the
announcer correctly, the mass was
composed by this renowned musician on the basis of a shepherd's
mass from his own native land. We
also en joyed the thrill of hearing
this artist play his own worldfamous Jem Bambino. At midnight we turned our dial to hear
the mass at the historic church in
St. Genevieve, Mo. Fundamentally
the two service orders were alike,
yet the music and the setting were
different. There was unity there,
but no uniformity. We thus had

a demonstration of what the Roman Church allows in order not to
stifle initiative and individuality.
Universal rites must be observed,
but local rites are permitted, thus
allowing freedom and variety and
avoiding what would otherwise be
a deadly uniformity.
There is a serious warning in
this for all those who incline toward regimentation. We see too
many signs about us that point toward a gradual introduction of the
methods employed by European
dictators, all of whom pleaded a
national emergency to excuse the
introduction of their programs.
Such measures are always only
temporary stop-gaps. In the long
run they will bring death and disintegration. Why? Because they
are contrary to the divine law. We
are reminded of a paragraph by
Georgio Bartoli, who declared emphatically: "God will have no uniformity in the world. There are
not in it two things which are
perfectly alike. He hates uniformity. Not two men are like one another, not two leaves _o f the same
tree, not two stars, not two atoms
of matter. Variety is the great cosmic law; variety is the foundation
of the universe . . . . As the mania
in a few despots of building up
huge empires has brought on the
world untold evils, so the mania of
creating a Church one and uniform has caused intolerance, inquisition, religious wars, hatred,

I
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persecutions, and every sort of outrage against the liberty of the
world."

Common Sense

3

reaction gone that probably most of
our sermons today would be all the
better for a little more doctrinal
stiffening. Now the pulpit and consequently the pew also are threatened
with a new danger from a wholly
different quarter, and whereas once,
in Milton's familiar lines, men

AN ENGLISH writer's remarks
on a recent book ("The Psychology of Preaching and Pastoral
Work") are so good, in part, that
we pass them on to our readers
without any comment of our own:

reasoned high
Of Providence, foreknowledge,
will and fateFixed fate, free will, foreknowledge absoluteAnd found no end, in wandering mazes lost,

There was a time when, as even
theologians themselves will admit,
preaching was far too severely theological in form. Forty-odd years ago
this type of preaching was satirised by
John Watson ("Ian Maclaren") in
this fashion:

now they talk of psycho-analysis, of
the unconscious and the subconscious,
of repressions and complexes and
sublimation; Freud has taken the
place of Hodge, and our last state
threatens to be worse than our first.
The old stiffly theological sermon of
the past could justify itself at least
in part by the language of the New
Testament and of the first preachers of
the Gospel; the devotees of the New
Psychology can make no such plea.

Ministers are still living, and
not yet on the retired list, who
can recall the time when the following was the prescription for
a sermon:RecipeTinct. Hodgii ....... oz. i.
Aqua ad ....... . .... oz. vi.
Misce et signetur.
One tablespoonful morning
and afternoon.
For the benefit of the uninitiated,
perhaps, I should explain that Watson was a Scottish Presbyterian, that
Hodge was a Calvinistic theologian
once held in very high esteem among
the Presbyterians of Scotland, and
that with them the usual hours of
Sunday worship used to be morning
and afternoon. But that day has long
since passed; indeed, so far has the

Scientific Progress

J N SOLOMON'S day there was

no new thing under the sun.
In our time new discoveries of
science and new products of industry that are made possible by
science appear at such a rate that
we accept them as a matter of
course and hardly even become
ccnscious of their novelty. So it
has been in the recent past with

4
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such things as cellophane, neon
lights, and the beautiful new plastics, not to speak of all the new
discoveries in the field of medicine. To realize how far-flung and
varied are the scientific efforts that
are constantly going on, one can
do no better than to follow the
articles that appear in some journal devoted to general scientific
news. Here is just a portion ,of
the novelties, available or in process of development, which are discussed or mentioned in three
weekly issues of Science during
the month of December: 11 new
synthetic vitamins; 2 new synthetic fibers which will compete
with silk and can also be made
into felt, thread, and other products; new methods of making
resins and vanillin from the waste
of paper mills; an electrical micrometer that measures distances
as minute as five millionths of an
inch and pictures vibrations up
tc 200 cycles a second; research on
autogiros and helicopters which,
Igor Sikorsky says, will overcome
the main handicaps of today in
private flying; experiments with
invisible rays to warm, dry, and
disinfect barns; new medicines
and treatments for malaria, syphilis, pneumonia, and trachoma,
the last holding promise of leading to a complete eradication of
the disease. What further wonders
the future may hold, no one can
guess, for the possibilities which

God has laid in to nature seem
well-nigh inexhaustible.

Capitalism's Danger

W

ISE ca~itali~ts realize t_hat ~f
capitalism 1s to survive 1t
must permit itself to be regulated
more and more in the interest of
society. Government must "interfere with business" whenever business becomes heartless and disregards human values out of greed
for profits. To what lengths of
exploitation some businessmen
will go if they are not prevented
was shown again in a case tried
recently in a federal court in New
York. It concerned the home workers in the knitting-goods industry.
These workers are poor women
living in tenements, in small-town
cottages, and on poverty-stricken
farms. They have been crocheting
baby sets, getting from $2.25 to $4
per do zen sets. The sets, which
involve rather small cost of material, sold in department stores
for $2.70 to $4 apiece. Skilled
workers would average perhaps IO
cents an hour for their work;
some, a federal study revealed, fell
as low as I½ cents an hour. In
spite of their enormous profits,
the employers tried, by every
means, to evade paying the 30cents-an-hour minimum set under
the Fair Labor Standards Act, until they were haled into court.

February 1940
It is such practices as this that
have brought into disrepute "freedom of contract," "rugged individualism," and other catchwords
of laissez faire and that tend to
make it difficult to impress socially-minded people with complaints that the government is
"interfering with business" and
with pleas that business be left to
regulate itself.
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widely quoted report in the New
York Times tells us that Franklin
D. Roosevelt "does not wish to
run for a third term," but adds,
by way of caution, that in the
opinion of many Democrats his
intention cannot be looked upon
as irrevocable. "Cactus Jack" Garner, to whom much of the New
Deal is anathema, has already declared that he will choose to be
a candidate for the presidency.
Paul V. McNutt seems to set great
store by his good looks, by plentiMud and Applesauce
ful posing for the news-photogpoR some time there has been raphers, and by the possession of
a steady simmering in the pot a certain amount of "oomph."
James W. Farley and John D.
of national politics, and, as the
days go gliding by, a curious brew, M. Hamilton are evidently waitconsisting largely of mud and ing until they see the whites of
applesauce, will undoubtedly be- each other's eyes before they let
gin to boil with furious abandon. go their biggest barrages. It is reIt requires no great amount of ported that the brain trust of the
ingenuity to predict that there G.0.P. has an ammunition dump
will be much spattering and much containing some 7,000 volumes on
political science and government,
scalding.
Thomas E. Dewey has been con- and rumor tells us that the Demosuming a great deal of time and cratic mule has been hauling tons
using many words in an effort to upon tons of shot and shell into
inform the world that he believes the party-storehouses. We are sure
in the future of America; while to see a welter of fireworks.
THE CRESSET is emphatically
Arthur H. Vandenberg, Robert A.
Taft, and John W. Bricker appear non-partisan in the field of partyto have conned the handbooks of politics; but when we make this
strategy more carefully than the assertion, we do not mean to imman who has gained an enviable ply that we shall refrain from comreputation as a crusader against menting frankly on some of the
rackets. Charles McNary, of Ore- mud and some of the applesauce
gon, and Joe Martin, of Mas- with which our country will soon
sachusetts, will bear watching. A be inundated.

6
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Old Black Joe

NO, WE are not speaking of the

hero of Stephen Foster's famous song. Neither are we thinking about that kingpin among the
dispensers of propaganda and
public enlightenment, the glibtongued Joe Goebbels. We are referring to another Joe-a Joe who
recently celebrated his sixtieth
birthday. Perhaps we should call
him Old Red Joe. But we suspect
that red has lost much of the
fascination it once had for the
followers of Joe Stalin, now that
the vaunted efficiency of the huge
Red Army has proved to be largely mythical.
Our hearts go out to the valiant
Finns, who have been assaulted
with such fiendish brutality by a
greedy bully. If they are eventually conquered, it will not be because they did not defend their
hearths and homes with stubborn
bravery and admirable resourcefulness, but wholly and solely because they were overwhelmed by
sheer numbers.
We venture to believe that the
ogre of Bolshevism will not grind
the Finns into the dust. A military defeat will not permanently
down a people of such sturdy fibre.
Stalinism has already suffered a
crushing blow in numerous pans
of this vale of imperialism and
meaningless non-aggression pacts.
Many of those who formerly defended Old Black Joe and his

curious doings with all their
hearts and all their souls and all
their minds are now hiding their
faces in shame. Thousands of
Communists have been bitterly
disillusioned. Even if Stalin and
the soldiers whom h~ drives like
sheep to the slaughter succeed in
overrunning Sweden and Norway
as well as Finland, there will be
a day of reckoning. The world at
large now knows that the true
colors of Bolshevism are red and
black-red, because the fiendish
system wallows in blood; black,
because its militant atheism and
its bestial attempts to snuff out
Christianity prove conclusively
that its champions are bondservants of the Prince of Darkness.

In Case You Forgot
flEMISEMIDEMIQUAVERS
picked up while trotting
along the journalistic alleyways:The most disillusioning discovery
of 1940: Joseph Stalin sings in a
high tenor voice .... Abbot ChaoKung-Ignatius-Timothy-Trebitsch
Lincoln is financial adviser to General Wu Pei-Fu, head of Chiang
Kai-Shek's secret service.... Governor Whalen traveled 35,000
miles in Europe, trying to induce
the European nations to exhibit
in the 1940 World of Tomorrow.
. . . To underwrite $12,000,000
worth of bonds for the Toledo &

I
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Ohio Central Railway, George
Whitney, member of the Morgan
firm, suggested that the bankers
flip a coin to determine who
should get the business. And that's
exactly what the bankers did ....
In Cleveland relief clients have
had their food allowance of $16
per month raised to a slightly
higher figure . . . . The city manager of New London, Connecticut,
refused to accept a $15,000 gift
from his city. . . . In San Jose,
California, there is a onearmed paper hanger who can
hang 640 yards of wallpaper in a
working day .... New York State's
"Six Nations" demand that the
Federal Government repeal a 117year-old prohibition on sale of
liquor to Indians .... On Roanoke
Island, off the coast of North Carolina, natives speak an Elizabethan
English. When a man dies he has
"gone to leeward." A beautiful
girl is a "throddy may"; to flatter
that girl would be to "£leech" her.
. . . The territory and town of
Petsamo, where the Russians and
Fi_n ns are fighting, was founded
in 1550 and has been fought for
by Swedes, Finns, Danes, and Norwegians.... The president of the
Carnegie Corporation says that
academic degrees are "preposterous." ... Louis (Lepke) Buchalter
bought a kilo (thirty-five ounces,
or 15,312 grains) of heroin for
$240 in China and sold it in the
United States for $22,968 a kilo.
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Now he is threatened with nine
indictments with an aggregate of
$180,000 in fines and 164 years in
prison. . . . Prospective yield of
winter wheat is set at 399,000,000
bushels. This is 55 per cent of
normal. . . . The Associated
Farmers of California received
$178,542.91 from railroads, utilities, oil companies, and packing
houses to fight the organizing
of migrant farm workers. . . .
In 1929 American farmers received from the Federal government $166,000,000; in 1939
$1,213,400,000 .... Mussolini has
written a play, Julius Caesar . ...
The Rainbow Room charged $15
per person for New Year's Eve.
... The New York Times Business
Index is starting its drop .... And
just in case you forgot: February
is National Grouch Month.

Where Now Is Hope?
decades ago, when RusSOME
sian communism came into
power, many who had rejected
Christianity's message of love believed that the world had at last
found a satisfactory answer to its
social problems. The godless communism of Marx, with its communistic Bible, Das Kapital., it was
believed, would contribute to the
world a greater measure of equity
and justice, a true brotherhood of
man, and an idyllic manner of

8
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life.-Curious souls who traveled
from all parts of the world to inspect the Russian experiment at
close range, in some few instances
returned to give a most glowing
account of the marvels which communism was achieving. It has now
been some time since descriptions
of life in Russia have been so sanguine and optimistic. The widely
publicized purges, the internal
breakdown of the communistic
principle, and the growing tyranny of men in control became too
obvious to maintain any illusions
as to a Russian paradise. Now,
since the Russian armies have
been on the march and a numerically weak and peace-loving people like the Finns has fallen victim to imperialistic ambitions and
ruthless cruelty, every last vestige
of hope which anyone may have
had in Russian communism as the
key to a better world order must
certainly be shattered. The most
credulous ought at long last to
be able to realize that a system
from which God has been eliminated and in which spiritual values are given no place can never become the foundation upon which
the structure of human happiness
can be successfully erected. Thus,
once again, man's effort to circumvent the plans and purposes of
God has met with tragic failure.
Christ and His message of love
alone opens the way to the fundamental solution of humanity's ills.

The President Speaks
THE CABINET files in . . .
bringing up the rear is Secretary Perkins .... Seats in the House
are at a premium, children are admitted only if they sit on parent's
laps .... Here comes the President
of the United States ... an ominous silence ... then applause and
wild cheering... . Commentator:
"The Democrats are applauding
enthusiastically" ... a simple introduction, "I have the distinguished honor of presenting the
President of the United States" ...
more applause ... the golden voice
of the President wishing all a Happy New Year!
The President in a calm, friendly, fireside voice presents the state
of the nation. Missing are the jibes
and invectives which punctuated
previous speeches. Realistically he
faces the problems of a nation at
peace surrounded by a world at
war. He reminds us that we have
the same problems here that confronted Europe yesterday. Our
problem is to solve them peacefully, democratically, lest they also
lead us to a situation similar to the
present European conflagration.
Our best defense is not the military, but the promotion of general
welfare and tranquility among
our people. There was reassurance that we would keep out of
the actual war over there, but recognition that we could not remain
unaffected by the consequences of

I
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war abroad. We are reminded that
there is a vast difference between
going to war and pretending to
mind our own business. Over and
over again he stressed the importance of looking ahead, of taking
the long view. What will happen
to our children if, over there, nations destroy liberty, religion, the
right of small nations to exist, and
build a future on the foundation
of force? It is not good for the
ultimate health of the ostrich to
hide his head in the sand.
Among the highlights was the
quotation from the first president
of the United States on keeping
out of foreign entangling alliances, to which the present president subscribes and which advice
he intends to keep following. A

9

plea for National Unity is most
timely in a world confronted with
forces of disintegration. Peace
among ourselves will help democracy justify its existence as the best
government yet devised by mankind. Among our unsolved problems are the distribution of agricultural and manufacture surpluses. "Unused Youth" is a
special problem, but we seek useful employment in public works
rather than forced work in building up military machines.
Frankly, we liked the speech.
The President spoke calmly and
reassuring to the people of a nation which faces the problem of
living at peace in a world at war.
That we must do.

"Those who painfully and with bleeding feet have
scaled the crags of mastery over musical instruments have
yet their loss in this-that the wild joy of strumming has
become a vanished sense."
KENNETH GRAHAME

The
PILGRIM

By 0. P.

KRETZMANN

"All the trumpets sounded
for him on the other side"
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

War Without Hate
DARKNESS was coming down
over the coast of Uruguay on
the evening of December 13 as
the Graf Spee ran for the harbor
of Montevideo. . . . Below deck
were thirty British sailors taken
prisoner during previous conquests . . . . A junior lieutenant
entered the room and exclaimed:
"We've kept you prisoner for
long weeks, but it seems now that
we are going to be your prisoners. Cheerio!" ... The next day
the survivors, both German and
British, reached Montevideo as
friends .... The Germans praised

British seamanship and gunnery
and the British took up a collection to buy wreaths for the Germans who had lost their lives in
the fight ....
The next day, however, in far
away London and Berlin, the
propagandists went to work . . . .
Berlin reported that thirty-six Germans had been killed by British
poison gas. . . . London boasted
that it was the greatest victory
since the days of Nelson .... Hate
flowed from the men behind typewriters in the two capitals. . . .
A curious business, but not unexpected. . . . Brave men never
hate one another. . . . During
World War I it happened again
and again .... On the field of battle they fought bravely, even desperately.... As soon as the battle
was over there was a comradeship
between the fighting men on both
sides which brought consternation
to GHQ. . . . Stories of the famous Christmas party in No
Man's Land in 1917 are still the
most moving tales of our generation....
It's the old, old story.... The
lowly are better than those of high
degree. . . . The shepherds adored
and Herod tried to kill the Child.
. . . The common people heard
Him gladly and the priests sought
how to put Him to death .... The
Emperors persecuted and the
slaves followed the Cross into the
catacombs. . . . There is no hate

10
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in the heart of the man in Berlin
groping his way in the shadows of
the Blackout for the man in London who is doing the same thing.
. . . Only a bewildered sense of
burden and bitterness. . . .
Finally, when the dust and noise
of the great of the earth disappear,
these will remain .... They must
win at last.... He remembers the
forgotten and carries the lowly in
His heart. . . . They are the wise,
the mighty, the victorious . . . .
The coast of Uruguay echoed once
more the words: "They shall inherit the earth." ... In the tragedy
of the Graf Spee I shall remember
only the British sailors who stood
at attention as the German dead
were carried to their graves. . . .
The great unity of death. .

War Without Glory
NO CONFLICT in the history
of mankind has been more
thoroughly covered by the press
than the current European war.
. . . Some remarkable dispatches
have come from Germany, Poland,
and especially from Finland. . . .
None has been more graphic than
the reports of Leland Stowe of the
Chicago Daily News Foreign Service.... His dispatch of January 4
will, I believe, remain a classic in
the history of journalism. . . . In

11

a few paragraphs, notable for their
restraint, he has gathered all the
incredible sorrow of war.... If it
does not receive the Pulitzer Prize,
I shall be sorely disappointed....
Read the following slowly: "Every
January deep solitude hovers
above the snows of Tolvajarvi.
But today it is infinitely deeper
than in other years for it is heavy
with the ultimate loneliness of
death; and thousands of the dead
may be as lonely as a single one.
Endless, profound and voiceless
peace where the wounds of war
are frozen and will bleed no more.
In this place we have heard of a
great, magnificent victory. In this
place the silence speaks of things
that man may destroy but never
more res tore or resurrect.
"All along the roadway we saw
strange shapes bulging beneath
the snow among the trees and
shapes sometimes which might
have been logs. Sometimes they
looked like crooked limbs cast
into the discard by the woodsman's ax. Sometimes heavy felt
boots, bared of snow by the stumbling contact of some passing Finnish soldier, protruded suddenly
and revealed the naked truth.
Sometimes, too, we saw soldiers
dragging frozen shapes, like pieces
of cord wood, from the forest-and
here and there bodies lay in crude
contorted piles waiting for a final
nameless common grave.
"We could not look for long.

12
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Never has any battlefield been
more deeply saturated with the
imploring silence of the dead. It
was all about us; that and the
frozen figures and motionless,
speechless faces."

Biography of a Soul
§TRANGE coincidence. . . . A
few days after we had referred
to Heywood Broun in the December issue of THE CRESSET he died
of pneumonia in New York City.
. . . Since he had become a communicant of the Roman Catholic
Church in May 1939, the funeral
services were conducted at St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York ....
The sermon was preached by
Monsignor Fulton ]. Sheen of
Catholic University, Washington,
D.C .... During the past month
jQurnals of opinion have been
conducting a raging controversy
concerning the sermon.... Monsignor Sheen pointed out that Mr.
Broun was a typical representative
of the confusion and despair of
the twentieth century, that all his
life he had sought peace, and that
he had finally found it in the Roman Catholic Church .... He was
different only because his sense of
need was more profound than that
of his contemporaries who were
content to muddle along in the
chaos of modern thought. . . . I

do not believe that the Roman
Catholic Church was the correct
answer to this sense of need. . . .
It was, however, most significant
that after trying everything else,
Heywood Broun turned to the
Church. . . . His Odyssey may
have ended in the wrong place ...
I believe that if he had lived he
would have discovered that. . . .
The point, however, is that a similar Odyssey must be the destiny
of every human soul that feels the
world's pain profoundly. . . .
One more word about Mr.
Broun .... Among his obituaries
the most eloquent is the requiem
written for him by his friend and
editorial colleague, Mr. Bruce
Bliven, in The New Republic:
"Now that he is dead it turns out
suddenly that everybody loved
him. All his colleagues hurry into
print in admiration of his qualities. Some of these tributes come
from sources that were certainly
not overly affectionate while he
was alive, and come under the
heading of wreaths dropped from
the sky on the grave of an enemy
aviator who had been a tough
fighter; but many more of them
are real. He had a million friends
he did not know, in addition to
10,000 he had heard about. He
gained this million by himself, by
using his great gifts on their side
in a battle where the shiniest
armor and the brassiest hats go to
those who cross over to the enemy.

I
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"The consternation and dismay
that hummed through a great city
at the sudden news that he was
gone must have set some · men
thinking hard. A journalist of
gifts who has sold out to the places
where the money is, a great industrialist who would not dare to
walk alone through the shadowed
remoter regions of his own factory
at three o'clock in the morning, a
glittering politician who pretends
to be for the people but always
stops firing when he sees the
whites of the enemy's eyes-I wonder how many such people must
have paused to consider what sort
of reception would follow the
news of their own timely demise?
I wonder if the words ring in their
ears that will come from the man
in the slot on the copy desk: 'Get
out the obits, Bill; the old man
has croaked at last.' "
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5440, is included in the American
Assistancy. . . . More than one
third of the entire membership of
the Society belongs to the English
speaking groups . . . . In its four
hundred years of existence the Society has managed to acquire twenty-four saints....
It is probably one of the strangest groups of men on the face of
the earth. . . . That twenty-five
thousand members should exert
such an enormous influence not
only on Roman Catholicism but
far beyond its borders is an excellent illustration of the power of
disciplined surrender to a single
purpose. . . . There can be little
doubt that they are the most unified and coherent group in the
modern world. . . . As a consequence, a vast number of traditions and legends have grown up
about the Order. . . . Some of
them are false, but many of them
are essentially true .... It is, for
example, true that although there
have been many official denials,
Minor Anniversary
there is evidence that they subN'1-0NG the anniversaries which scribe to the doctrine of "mental
may well be overlooked dur- reservation.'' . . . In his famous
ing 1940 is the four hundredth book, The Jesuit Enigma, E. Boyd
anniversary of the Society of Jesus, Barrett tells the following signifipopularly known as the Order of cant story. . . . "When I entered
Jesuits . . . . It was in 1540 that the Jesuit Noviceship, I was not
Pope Paul III approved the first yet twenty-one years of age, and as
formula of its Institute .... Today my father had died intestate, I
the Society numbers 25,954 mem- was under the wardship of the
bers grouped under eight Assist- Lord Chancellor of Ireland. I had
ancies .... One fifth of this total, not sought his permission before
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entering, partly because I had not
long to wait until I should be free
of his control, and partly because
I knew that if asked he would refuse permission. Soon after entering, the Chancellor found out
what I had done and sent an order
to me that I should present myself
before him. When the Provincial
heard this he sent for me and
spoke to me as follows: 'Now you
are to obey the summons to the
Lord Chancellor, and if he asks
you are you still in the Society,
you are to say that you are not, as
you have been dismissed. But if
he does not ask you any such question, remember you are still in the
Society for I am not dismissing
you, save only in the eventuality
I have mentioned.' Thus I left the
Noviceship, it was only for a
month or so, without knowing
whether or not I was dismissed,
for I could not tell what awaited
me in the future. If A or B asked
me was I in the Order I was to
answer 'Yes.' But if C (the Lord
Chancellor) asked was I in the Order, I was to answer 'Nol' The

Provincial was wise enough to
warn me not to tell any one about
his ,, metaphysical equivocation.
The cold, iron discipline of the
Order is recorded in the remarkable last paragraph of Mr. Barrett's book: "I still preserve a few
letters as relics of my last days in
the Order. There is one in which
the Provincial of the New York
Province 'takes occasion to thank
me for my services to Georgetown
and for my willingness to help the
Province.' There is another from
the Jesuit President of Georgetown University to one of my relatives in which he refers to me as
one 'of whom we all think very
highly and who is a credit to every
member of his family.' But the
most interesting of all is an envelope, addressed to me to Georgetown and delivered there shortly
after my leaving the Order. The
Jesuits returned it to the Postoffice having written one word
across my name. The word was'U nknown.' "

♦

Many men owe the grandeur of their lives to their tremendous difficulties.-SPURGEON

'I
A traveler describes a journey through one
of the Baltic States-

ESTONIA IN BONDAGE
By

ESTHER ABBETMEYER SELKE

HILE large and influential constitutional governments, which went to war
for the rape of doubtfully democratic Poland, do not even now
recall their ambassadors from Moscow, Stalin calmly proceeds to
annihilate three Lutheran Baltic
republics-Estonia, Latvia, and
Finland. Plucking the smallest and
weakest first, the Communists have
purloined whole nations without
so much as a show of resistance.
Deliberately Stalin has commandeered well-equipped ports, established airplane bases, quartered Red garrisons, and set up
huge propaganda machines in
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania;
yet scarcely a protest against such
freebooting has been heard from
noisy patrons of self-government.
So thoroughly has the kleptomaniac of the Kremlin done his job
of emasculation that at the recent
League of Nations' session called
to expel Russia for aggression,
Latvian and Estonian delegates
were too terrified to bring the

W

name of Joseph Stalin to utterance.
Larger, and placing perhaps a
greater value on human liberties,
Finland proved to be of sterner
stuff than its small Baltic neighbors. Not for one moment did the
brave, religious Finns consider surrendering to the invading Bolsheviki. Singlehanded-for their Scandian brethren apparently prefer
to risk being picked off singly
rather than offer Scandinavian
military solidarity to Moscow-the
Finns have been waging a gallant
fight against overwhelming odds.
Our own Wall Street is reported
to have refused Suomi a fifty million dollar loan for armaments,
possibly betting on Stalin to win
or else doing a bit of secret wishful thinking. Most countries, indeed, have contented themselves
with a "God Bless You" to Finland and a stint of sporadic civilian aid; although it is true that
sub rosa military help has come
to the little northern land from
most unexpected quarters.
Twenty years ago Estonians
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walked across the ice to help Finland fight off a Bolshevist menace.
They, too, will help again; no
doubt being joined by their Latvian and Lithuanian neighbors.
There is no nation on earth these
Baltic peoples fear more than the
Communists. Estonians and Latvians secretly welcome Finnish attacks on Russian air bases at Baltiski and elsewhere on their coasts.
They well know that when the
Finnish airmen destroy Russian
planes they help to liberate not
only Finns but all other neighbors of the Russian Bear.
Estonia and the other forthright
little Baltic republics have the
great misfortune to be located
strategically with reference to Russia. These lands furnish ideal airplane bases from which to bomb
western nations-especially to a
land short on seaplanes. These
little Lutheran lands also possess
fine ports. The World War deprived Russia of its one-time harbors of Tallinn, Liebau, Riga,
and Helsinki, leaving it only Leningrad on the Bal tic Sea. Hence
Comrade Josef gets a strong urge
for these Baltic ports whenever
Leningrad is frozen tight.
Russia wants Baltic ports and
lands for imperialistic and ideological reasons. Certainly neither
the meager mineral resources nor
the agricultural potentialities of
the Baltic republics concern Russia greatly. The Lutheran Baltic

states are not rich agriculturally.
The soil in all three is rolling and
moraine-like, able to yield Stalin
only moderately good crops no
matter how he starves and collectivizes the populace.
After the recent World War,
both Germany and Russia lost out
through the formation of independent republics in Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, and Finland.
This may partly account for the
supine acceptance today by Germany of the spoliation of the Baltic lands. The German stake in
Estonia was less than that of Russia, it is true, but the Reich's armies were invited out of the country and the German Bait landlords were dispossessed after dominating the Estonian scene, with
their Russian friends, for many
centuries.
As early as I 030 Russia founded
at Tartu, Estonia, the oldest settlement in all the Baltic states.
All through the centuries since
then, although the Estonians are
of a different language strain, Russia has tried to impose its will
upon this race. Thus, the Bolsheviki yearn for a homecoming
which the Estonians do not welcome.
A nation with an equal claim
to Estonia and Latvia because of
previous occupation is Sweden.
Sweden at one time ruled these
little countries excellently. So well
was the Swedish era beloved that
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it is called Estonia's Golden Age. independently and peacefully. UsWhen the Danes and Germans ing an Asiatic language closely
ruled during the thirteenth and akin to the Finnish, the Estonians
fourteenth centuries the people have a highly cultured populace
were reduced to serfdom. But from and a colorful cultural past. At
1561-1710, the Swedish era, the Tartu University repose hundreds
Estonians had a good government, of thousands of manuscripts of nawith the nobility curbed and tive folklore-songs, rhymes, fairy
schools opened, including a uni- tales, proverbs, melodies, riddles,
versity at Tartu that admitted stories, sayings, nursery songs, and
superstitions. Even today, in eastpeasants.
Not so glad are the Estonians ern Estonia, folk literature and
to recall the German Bal ts, those folk songs are being composed
nobles who came along with the daily by picturesque Setus at
Teuronic Knights, grabbed land funerals, baptisms, weddings, and
right and left, then later struck a other festive occasions.
bargain with the invading RusHowever much the Russian lansians to aggrandize themselves at guage is disliked and discouraged
the expense of the native Eston- in the rest of Estonia, in the Eastians. Again the peasants lost their ern, or Petseri, section Russian is
lands without payment. This con- still spoken by the Setus. The
dition obtained during the en- Setus, located near the Russian
tire Russian occupation, from border, are, to quote Estonian gov1710 until twenty years ago, when ernment sources, "culturally far
the new republic of Estonia di- behind." This is very different
vided the land among all the peo- from conditions in the rest of Esple to inaugurate an era which by tonia, where market women can
1939 was leading to security and speak three languages. Life is
success for the little nation of crude and elemental near the east1,200,000 souls.
ern border, but the vodka is
Lest we think that, having strong, the tea is hot-so Setu
been overrun at one time or an- peasants shrug and say, "Nitchother by Danes, Germans, Swedes, avo." As in eastern Latvia, there
Poles, and Russians, Estonia might is no central heating here, no
as well be devoured again, a plumbing, no electric lights even
glance at the nation's proud past in station houses. A colorful, if
is essential. It is almost 2000 years slightly malodorous, humanity
since the Estonians came from the lives as simply as in the Middle
Urals to the Baltic shores. For Ages. Babies sit on their mothers'
over eleven centuries they lived laps innocent of underpinnings,
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and men feel it might unman
them to sit with their women on
trains. Girls wear ornaments
weighing two and a half pounds
around their necks in training for
matrimony. Setu song mothers
still compose endless trochaic
songs at weddings, and a girl is
deemed sufficiently prepared for
marriage when she can compose
her own wedding song.
Although the eastern Setus have
intermarried with the Russians, 88
per cent of the nationals are pure
Estonians. More than 78 per cent
of the Estonian people are Lutheran, while 19 per cent (nearly all
in the backward Petseri section)
are Greek Orthodox. All men and
women over twenty years of age
can vote-at least they could until
Russia moved in with the "refining" influences of Communism.
Both Estonia and Latvia are far
less urban than most countries of
western Europe. Automobile roads
are uncommon and innocent of
grading or gravel in general. In all
Estonia there are fewer than 3000
automobiles, 2000 trucks, and 1500
motorcycles. Rail fences and strawthatched log cabins are common.
Lumber seems to be cheaper than
paint. Farm homes and station
houses, when painted at all, are in
bright pinks, blues, and yellows.
Trains stopping at these cheerful stations are very wide-wide
enough to lie down in and stretch
out full length. There are demure

muslin curtains at the windows,
but the smell is far from agreeable, with locomotives burning
oil shale, one of Estonia's few resources. Up to the advent of
"Raffles" Stalin, the most promising career for the average young
Estonian male seemed to lie in
service with the state-owned railroads.
In the summer of 1937 we made
a trip on the state railroad from
Tartu to Irboska, on the RussianEstonian border. Being wisely admonished to take a packet of sandwiches with us from Tartu, we
were spared the pain of ordering
food at Irboska, where even a
hard-boiled egg seems contaminated by its filthy environment. A
glass of piping hot tea and a bottle
of excellent Tallinn pop completed the afternoon's repast.
Alighting from the train at Irboska, we inquired for a car to
take us the ten-odd kilometers to
the border. There were no autos
in the village, we were told. "A
droshky?" "None." Well, we
would walk. Where was the road?
"Alas, there was no road either,
but if we would walk along the
railroad track running toward
Leningrad. . . ." We did, and enroute we fell in with an Estonian
soldier, with whom we exchanged
pidgin German. He telephoned to
the border guard, who courteously
came to meet us and escorted us
up to his log qbservation tower.
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Politely requesting us not to take
pictures, he allowed us to look
through his binoculars into the
village of Pskov, some kilometers
on the Russian side. Our visit to
the Estonian sen try made the
CCCP guard on the Soviet side of
the charged barbed-wire entanglements (across which no relatives
have visited for twenty years) so
anxious that he kept his rifle
pointed at our party from the roof
of his outpost. And when, as the
only woman of our party, I was
allowed precedence in descending
the ladder backwards, I was fearful that, in a moment of superpatriotism, Red Ivan might subject me to a flank attack, thus
creating a border incident embarrassing to all.
Leaving Irboska after our jaunt
to the border, we entrained for
Petseri. This village lies some distance from the railroad and is
reached by riding in a bone-shattering bus. Petseri is largely innocent of running water, electricity,
or radios, but has quantities of
garlic, a beautiful monastery for
the Greek Orthodox, and many
patient - eyed, bescarfed Setu
women and bearded men. Women
buy their meat on the hoof in
primitive open-air butcher shops.
This town, once Russian, was surrendered only after bloody fighting in 1919, and Soviet box cars
were much in evidence there in
1937. Although we could not get
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a cup of chocolate in the hotel at
Petseri, we did get a good glass of
very hot tea and a lot of local
color.
From Petseri we returned to
Tartu, via enchanting valleys,
birch groves, and lamp-lit railroad stations. Tartu is a beautiful
park-like university city, accommodating over 5000 students. At
Tartu also there is a state-supported Lutheran theological faculty, from which all Estonian
Lutheran pastors must get a university degree. Tartu has a most
picturesque market place, with
ram's heads and goat meat for
sale in front of a cellar bearing a
plaque commemorating the murder of 18 people in cold blood by
the Bolsheviki. No one really
knows Estonia until he has seen
Tartu, built on the Emajogi river,
the mother stream which never
reaches the sea.
Back in Tallinn, the capital, we
were again conscious that here
both western customs and westEuropean time became eastern.
Tallinn has a splendid modern
port, a charming city wall, historic
churches, Hanseatic houses, cobbled streets in the old sections,
paved thoroughfares in the new.
Here we felt the rush of industrial
life after a few days of slower tempo in eastern Estonia. Here were
women stylishly dressed and government officials, silk hatted and
all bedecked with medals and rib-
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bons, walking about and meeting
boats.
At the moment, however, these
men of Tallinn in high hats are
"gone geese," men sick at heart
for the plight of their country. In
Tallinn, where street car conductors have refused transfers when
requested in Russian, the influx
of Bolsheviki garrisons and Red
immorality must be unendurable.
What of the fate of the populations of the Baltic republics, as
well as of the many refugees from
Russian Bolshevism there? Undoubtedly their doom is sealed.
Russia has liquidated Estonia and
Latvia completely. If our own
country is sincere in its cry of

saving human liberties, let us save
Lutheran Estonia, Latvia, and
Finland at once from the insatiable maw of Russia. Or is our
moral sense so blunted by subversive propaganda that we
scarcely demand to know why the
United States still maintains diplomatic relations with a nation declared an aggressor by the League
of Nations? Will Lutherans also
be derelict in their duty toward
other Lutheran lands? Or will we
make our wishes £el t through our
leaders, so that our president will
make a really sincere effort to save
our co-religionists from Communism? He can still save Latvia, Estonia, and Finland.
♦

Man and Morality
"To all claims for the existence of a progressive moral
evolution operating visibly from grandfather to grandson,
there is the conclusive reply that a thousand years of such
evolution would have produced enormous social changes,
of which the historical evidence would be overwhelming.
But not Macaulay himself, the most confident of Whig
meliorists, can produce any such evidence that will bear
cross-examination. Compare our conduct and our codes
with those mentioned in such ancient scriptures and
classics as have come down to us, and you will find no
jot of belief that any moral progress whatever has been
made in historic time, in spite of all the romantic attempts of historians to reconstruct the past on that
assumption."-GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

who opposes Catholicism is an error in thinking which we expect
the logic class to spot with ease
before it has had half a semester.
The question has become a matter of renewed interest through
the opposition voiced to the President's appointment of a personal
representative to the Vatican.
A newspaper columnist (John
Temple Graves in the Birmingham Age-Herald), some months
ago referred to anti-Semitism and
anti-Catholicism as bigotry. In reply, a lady in Athens, Georgia, requested Mr. Graves to "think
through this matter of bigotry."
She continued:

[HE

ALEMBIC
By

THEODORE

GRAEBNER

"The world cares little for
anything a man has to utter
that has not previously been
distilled in the alembic of
his life."
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

For those of us whose loyalties belong to a church that follows consistently one of the great fundamentals
of our American government, namely,
complete separation of church and
state, it is difficult to throw away the
weight of history. Isn't it a casuistry to
expect toleration for intolerant beliefs or practices? Just where in government would that lead us? The
church is one thing; the state another. And whoever seeks to have the
church in America dominant in affairs of state or dominated by the state
is practicing bigotry regardless of his
protestations to the contrary.

~ Is the Anti-Catholic Sentiment "Bigotry"? It may be that, of
course. A bigoted person is one
who shows a narrow intolerance of
anything due to an unreasonable
attachment to the opposite view.
I can imagine an attitude of that
kind towards Catholicism or the
Catholic Church. I have never felt
one particle of sympathy with Pelley's Silver Shirts or with the Ku
Klux Klan. But to apply the term
"bigot" for this reason to anyone

This letter so well states the issue that we were interested in Mr.
Graves' reply. Well, here it is:
We think our correspondent is all
wrong in her facts. We think her the
victim of those real bigots who circulate stories against Catholics and
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Jews which are simply not true. It is
not true that the Catholic Church of
today seeks to be "dominant in affairs
of state." In times past, yes, this church
has looked upon its empire as temporal as well as spiritual, and wars
have been fought and nations and
religions founded in the resolve to
separate state from church. But that
is history. When our correspondent
speaks of the difficulty of "throwing
away the weight of history" she hits
upon a difficulty that is her own. If
she will throw away this weight she
will see that the Roman Catholic
Church today dominates the state nowhere, not even in Italy where its holy
father reigns. If she will throw away
the "weight of history" she will see
that even though both Catholic and
Protestant leaders may be prone to
carry their moral and spiritual leadership into the realm of politics and
government, the one is not more
guilty than the other, and there is no
will or plan in either to control government.

Another columnist, Hugh S.
Johnson, has expressed a similar
sentiment when he commented on
the appointment of Mr. Taylor as
follows: "Mr. Roosevelt does not
stand for Roman Catholicism and
neither does Myron Taylor. But
both represent a country that does
stand for freedom of religion-as
does the Pope and the Roman
Catholic Church itself." Which
prompts us to remark that as a
judge of religious matters, General Johnson is a first rate military
man.

~ Catholicism

and American
Sentiment. As a matter of fact,
both columnists quoted in the
above, fairly represent American
sentiment regarding the Catholic
Church, and this is due to two
factors.
In the first place, the American
people do not know-'European history. Every Englishman, Frenchman, German, Dutch, Scandinavian, before he is fifteen years of
age, knows at least in outline the
history of European states and the
role which the papacy has played
in the history of Western Europe.
Every Englishman knows about
the Great Armada and the Gun
Powder Plot, every Swede about
the Stockholm Massacre, every
Frenchman about St. Bartholomew's night, and every German
about the burning of Magdeburg.
Also, in all these countries the
principles of the Jesuit Order are
known to everyone and the term
"Jesuitical" is one of reproach. In
the public schools of America only
the rudiments of United States
History are taught, and there is
no such branch as "World History." One may graduate from
high school without having had
more than the most superficial
survey of general history. Furthermore, the text books used in our
public schools have all seen the
censorship of the Roman Catholic
Church. None of the great publishers of school books would dare
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to offer to the general market a
history text telling the story of the
Waldensian and Salzburg persecutions, of the Spanish Inquisition,
of the Thirty Years' War and the
Pope's maledictions upon the
Treaty of Peace which concluded
it. As a result, the broad masses of
the American people know nothing of the official Roman attitude towards other churches and
towards states which tolerate the
Protestant religion. They do not
know that the Roman principles
of morality absolutely prohibit
equality of all churches before the
law, and that only where the Roman Church is unable to enforce
its teachings, does it "play ball"
with democracy.
The other factor is the democratized, if I may use the term, character of the American Catholic. I
don't doubt that in the theological seminary, the papal teaching
regarding the authority of the
church over the state is taught in
line with the encyclicals of the
"Popes." But the laity is not made
aware of this conflict between Roman teaching and the American
system of government. I believe
that such prominent Catholics as
Secretary Farley and Al Smith are
devoted to their country and subscribe to its Constitution without
mental reservations whatsoever.
One could mention Roman Catholic Senators and Congressmen
who are patriots of unquestioned
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integrity. I am acquainted with
one or two that would so classify,
and I know Jesuit professors of
philosophy and anthropology,
Catholic lawyers, artists, and writers, whose fundamental Christianity I have as little reason to doubt
as their loyalty to American institutions.
Because these observations and
experiences are by no means
unique, and because the traditional teachings of Romanism concerning the state are practically unknown, so far as the broad masses
are concerned, the opinion of the
two commentators at the head of
this discussion, I repeat it, fairly
represents American sentiment, at
least in the populous northern
states. Whoever does not reckon
with this fact does not reckon with
actualities.
Does this absolve Protestantism
from the duty of testifying against
the Roman doctrine and its political implications? By no means. It
simply means that in enlightening
our neighbor concerning these
matters, we must take nothing for
granted and, until we have put
across our demonstration, must
submit to the insinuation that at
the bottom of our attitude towards
Romanism, there is nothing but
"bigotry."

~ What's

Under the Tray?
A friend of mine lately addressed
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The Executives' Club and his
theme was "Man and His Journey." It is an old theme and my
friend's talk did not develop any
new angles but one, and that is
worth recording here.
It was when he began to talk
about the trunks which we carry
through life ahd the extraordinarily interesting things that men
take with them on their trip. He
proceeded to analyze some of the
things that we "pack in our spiritual trunk, for a little while," and
to suggest some of the things "that
might be packed in which sometimes are not included." This is
what he said:
Let us examine some of the things
that are packed into the spiritual
trunk for this very important journey.
Let us catalog some of the possessions
which some men seem to think are so
very important.
Well, first of all, we will find some
very nice, interesting little things such
as secret motives, hatreds, malice,
narrow - mindedness, vengefulness,
hurts, resentments, fears, cowardice,
misunderstanding, prejudices, enmities, falsities and dishonesties which
are always packed in the bottom part
of the trunk, and the space in between
is filled up with such things that we
might call impatience, irritability, hotheadedness, anger, foolish habits of
various sorts, appetites of various
kinds, good, bad and indifferent. Then
we have falsities of speech, we have
duplicities, both in manner and form,
and they are usually used to mask evil
intentions. We have deceits and vul-

garities, hypocrisies, and many other
unlovely and unlovable traits and
characteristics. They are all packed
very carefully in the main part of the
trunk.

All these things, he said, are
packed in the main, body part of
the trunk, but how about the
things that are on top, in the movable tray which meets the eye as
we open the trunk?
In the tray of the trunk it is very
different. In the tray of the trunk easy
to be seen when the lid is opened,
we usually pack the finer qualities. In
there we will find such things as selfdenial, forgiveness, benevolence, and
philanthropy,-all those wonderful
things that we call tolerance and gentleness, and patience, and sweetness,
and love, and harmony, and kindness.
They are usually quite prominently
packed in the tray so when the lid is
lifted people say "What a nicely
packed trunk that is."

~ At the Night Club. I have
never seen the inside of one. But
an acquaintance of mine sometimes feels that he must take his
wife in the company of a prospective customer and his wife to
spend a pleasant evening in the
brighter spots of the town, and
there is a record of such an experience when the social delights
are supposed to be at their highest. Mr. and Mrs. have taken the
Van Sooters first to the opera and
then to the night club. There is
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quite a crowd and we find ourselves elbowed into a mass of white
shirt fronts. The air consists of
blue smoke. The lady speaks:
With parched lips you ask your husband to do something, and he claps
his hands at a stray bus-boy who, taking this for a sign of inebriation, merely smiles indulgently and goes about
his business. He tries hitting a glass
with a fork, which confirms the original impression. He even attempts
those kissing noises, which are grossly
misinterpreted by a drunk at the next
table. At length a perspiring menial
appears, writes what looks like arabic
on a card, and departs. He is followed
by another and in turn by a third
who both inquire if your order has
been taken.

Finally the meal is served and
the floor show begins.
A fanfare from the traps proclaims
the fact that the entertainment (socalled) is about to begin. This misnomer comprises a dance team with
a name like "Juan and Juanita." To
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passionate music they slink forth
stealthily into a blue spotlight that
shines directly into your eyes, and with
expressions of considerable anguish,
the man clutching the woman by the
abdomen, go into what one supposes
is an adagio.
Next there is a blues singer. Mrs.
Van Sooter thinks she's "gorgeous"
and Mr. Van Sooter in more honest
vernacular calls her "Hot stuff"; so
you applaud the inanities she croaks
into a microphone, reflecting acidly
that, given a similar figure, you could
sing that well yourself.

There is a disturbance, an impending fight; but wiser counsels
prevail and you are ready to go
home.
The cabs on the stand outside all
look like contestants in the first Vanderbilt Cup Race. Praying that it will
hold together, you enter one and drive
home, dropping the Van Sooters on
the way.

So this is life in a night club.

M.

must come from the very toes, as
it were, and then make its way
upward through the bodies in a
geographically logical manner before it emerges from the various
types of larynges with which it
has to contend, the exponents of
this widely prevalent school of directing are careful to keep their
hands in the neighborhood of
their tummies when they conduct.
They are convinced that the low
position of their supposedly eloquent paws will, by some readily
explainable psychological process,
make for bigness, roundness, and
fullness in tonal quality.
No one objects to tummy-conducting when it produces results
that are genuinely musical. But,
alas, it usually lays violent hands
on that vital element of the tonal
art which is commonly known as
rhythm. Why? Because it has a
pronounced tendency to be wobbly and distressingly difficult to
follow.
Concert managers tell us in no
uncertain terms that the ability of
every successful artist must be seasoned to some extent with the
spice of showmanship. Since they
strive to put music on an efficiency
basis and almost invariably connect it with the fine arts of budgetbalancing and money-making, it
would be fruitless to riddle their
argument with holes. But what,
pray, shall we say about monkeyconducting?
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There Are Conductors and NonConductors of Choirs.

h Every wide-awake observer
-· knows that our country is
literally inundated with choirs
and that, as a result, there are
choir-directors without number.
Many of them contribute in a
significant way toward a healthy
development of music in our nation; many, sad to say, are formidable obstacles in the pathway
of progress.
Let us see how some of our innumerable choir-leaders go about
their work.
We shall begin with the tummyconductors. Obsessed, to all intents and purposes, with the notion that the tone produced by
the singers under their leadership
26
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Let us be fair. Would you take
exception if a pianist made beautiful music by occasionally calling
upon his nose to come to the assistance of his fingers? Did not the
great Mozart himself declare that
he would not be offended by such
a procedure? Surely, neither you
nor I would fly into a tantrum if
we should ever be fortunate
enough to see an agile nose giving
aid and comfort in a thoroughly
musical manner to the normal
playing-apparatus of an artist. We
might be thrown off our balance
for a little while; but a minor disturbance of this nature would
soon pass away.
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wealth of showily emphasized signals. Each and every type of emotional expression must, forsooth,
be exemplified and strongly reinforced by some kind of physical
movement. The coat-tails must begin to fly at the right time; the
arms must describe circles, triangles, and pseudo-parallelograms
and draw air-pictures of Mickey
Mouse and Krazy Kat suffering
with colic; the hair-if there happens to be any-must be disarranged at the psychological moment; the legs must either be
spread apart or brought together
exactly when the music seems to
call for such a performance; a
shout, a smile, or similar expressions, indicating either heartfelt
Athletic Directing
pleasure or downright disgust,
h Does the athletic directing of must issue from th~ lips of the
,J · Sir Thomas Beecham make apostles of simianism whenever
you see red? Probably not; because they think antics of this nature
you know that the capable Eng- will bring about the effects they
lishman is rich not only in the desire. In short, there are a thougood things of this world from sand-and-one ways in which a
the sale of his father's pills but monkey-conductor can have his
rich also in sincerity and ster- cruel way with the music which he
ling musicianship as a result of fain would pour out with burning
hard work and intensive study. eloquence into the heads and
The monkey-conductor, however, hearts of those who buy tickets for
strives ever so valiantly to make the privilege of watching him.
gyrations and gesticulations acChoirs do not monopolize the
complish what a pitifully insig- monkey-conductors of the world,
nificant smattering of music can it is true; but they do have far
never hope to do. A little learning, more than their share of them.
you know, is a dangerous thing. For this reason, some observers
The gesticular repertoire of mon- conclude that choral singingkey-conducting encompasses a which, by the way, has many hith-
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erto unexplored possibilities-wiII siah intoned. in such a manner
flourish in direct proportion to the that one haIIelujah was fast and
disappearance of directing which loud while the other was slow and
is unmistakably simian both in so£ t? Did such butchery not make
character and in results. But wiII your blood run cold? Have you
the day ever come when monkey- listened to choirs as they made the
conducting wiII be no more?
rafters ring with a turbulent, longWe turn now to those whom, drawn-out, and massively broad
for want of a better term, we shaII emphasis on the word "surely" in
refer to as addicts of lopsided the chorus, Surely He Hath Borne
rhetoric. Their number is huge Our Griefs? What, pray, does it
and seems to be growing from day matter, among the rhetoricians, if
to day. Directors in the clutches the rhythm of the fine composiof this school of thought stress tion goes glimmering at the very
words and punctuation marks at outset?)
the expense of music. One of their
To cap the climax, some of the
mottoes is, "Every comma shaII be advocates of lopsided rhetorical diexalted, and every period shaII be recting shout from the chimneymade doubly plain." When they pots that tht mighty Johann Secome to a word or a phrase which, bastian Bach himself was an exin their opinion, is deserving of ponent of their type of musicspecial emphasis, they dweII on it making. But is it not true that
with such tender solicitude that Bach was a thoroughpaced musiproper musical phrasing and ac- cian from the soles of his feet to
centuation as weII as rhythm are the crown of his head? Naturally,
sent packing. They believe that he paid due and reverent attentheir way of interpreting is richly, tion to words when he wrote for
penetratingly, and irresistibly ex- chorus and when he indited his
pressive. "After all," they reason, marvelous chorale preludes for the
"the importance of the words of a organ; yet it is entirely safe to take
song dare not be minimized." But for granted that he was not in the
they forget that when the melodic habit of knocking music itself into
line is rendered asymmetrical and a cocked hat by shamelessly murmanhandled in other ways by a dering time and rhythm, two of
disproportionate attention to the its most important ingredients.
text, almost every shred of intrinBut we dare not forget that
sic musical value goes by the board tummy- conducting, monkey- diautomaticaIIy. (Have you ever recting, and lopsided rhetoric freheard the magnificent Hallelujah quently overlap. The three outChorus from Handel's The Mes- landish schools of ten pool their
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germs and produce a disease which
may be termed conducting a la
hash-or, in plain English, confusion worse confounded. Meanwhile, music is the loser.

What Shall We Demand?

h
,f

What are some of the characteristics of ideal choir-leading? In the first place, we have
every right to demand a clearly
discernible beat. It need not be
composed of broad strokes or
broad flourishes; and it need not,
on the other hand, be confined
to an infinitesimally small area
of atmospheric territory. But,
whether wide or narrow, long or
short, high or low, it must-for
the sake of time, tempo, and
rhythm-be unmistakably present.
It must be precise. Next, we must
face the sour fact that singers, by
and large, are notoriously the
worst-equipped
musicians
on
earth. Naturally, there are many
noteworthy exceptions; but it
often happens that when an individual discovers that he or she is
blessed with an unusually good
voice, that voice alone is cultivated and exploited, while substantial
musicianship,
which
should be its constant guide and
mentor, is shunted out of the way
in a stepmotherly manner. It follows, then, as a matter of course,
that if choirmasters are to achieve
anything worthy of honest com-
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mendation, they themselves must
be well-trained and sensitive musicians-musicians able to pound
understanding into the heads of
singers who think that vocal ability alone is the Alpha and Omega
of artistic renditions.
It would be a tragic and unpardonable mistake to overlook
the stunt-conductors. "Who," you
ask, "are they? And how do they
differ from those who render
obeisance to tummy-directing, to
monkeyshines, and to lopsided
rhetoric?" Well, a cappella choirs
are by no means the only groups
that suffer from the mayhem perpetrated by stunt-conductors; but
it is in connection with organizations of this nature that trickmongers are able to let their specious brilliance shine forth in the
most conspicuous manner. Stuntdirectors seem to vie with one another in an effort to produce tonal
effects that will be pronounced
startling and extraordinarily beautiful. Painstakingly wrought crescendos and diminuendos are
nursed with loving care for their
own sake and not at all because
of any bearing they may have on
the musical ideas set forth by the
composer. Even when such things
are not indicated in the score,
they are of ten dragged in by the
very hairs, because, forsooth, they
have a tendency to be so wonderfully impressive. M's and n's are
made to sound like the vibrations
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produced on a Jew's harp. Yes,
stunts of many forms and fashions
reign supreme, while music, forsaken and downtrodden, is compelled to grovel humbly in the
dust.
But we dare not forget that
there are fine choruses in our land
-choruses which are under the
leadership of sincere and competent conductors, choruses which

prove to the hilt that straightforwardness and a scrupulous regard
for clarity of diction, incisiveness
of rhythm, and logical phrasing
have not perished from the earth,
choruses which abhor anything
smacking even faintly of sham and
pretense. A thousand full-throated
cheers for such choirs and their
directors! Music owes them a debt
of gratitude.

Recent Recordings
RICHARD STRAuss. Ein Heldenleben,
Opus 40. The Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra under Eugene
Ormandy.-Strauss himself appears
to be the hero of this magnificently
orchestrated tone poem. There are
numerous quotations from his own
works. Moments of beauty are
contrasted with long periods of
brilliantly expressed tosh. Ormandy's reading is lucid. Victor
Album M-610.
JoHANN SEBASTIAN BACH. Chorale
Preludes: Wachet Auf! Ruft uns
die Stimme, In Dulci Jubilo, Nun
freut euch, lieben Christen g'mein,
Nun komm', der Heiden Reiland.
Loms CLAUDE DAQUIN. Noel Grand
Jeu et Duo and Noel sur les Flutes.
E. Power Biggs, playing the
baroque organ in the Germanic
Museum of Harvard University.The tone of the instrument is a
joy, and the artistry is of a high
order. Victor Album M-616.
IGNACE JAN PADEREWSKI. Concerto in
A Minor, for Piano and Orchestra,
Opus 17. Jesus Marfa Sanroma and

the Boston "Pops" Orchestra under
Arthur Fiedler.-The composition
reveals fine skill; but your reviewer
ventures
the
conviction
that
Paderewski, the pianist, has always
been greater than Paderewski, the
composer. Victor Album M-614.
Luowm VAN BEETHOVEN. Overture:
The Consecration of the House,
Opus 124. GIOVANNI PAISIELLO.
Overture to The Barber of Seville.
The Boston "Pops" Orchestra -under Arthur Fiedler.-Beethoven's
overture was written for the opening of the Josephstadter Theater in
Vienna in 1822. The style is that
of Handel; but the individuality is
that of Beethoven. Paisiello's Il
Barbiere di Siviglia was composed
about thirty-six years before Rossini's famous opera of the same
title. Victor Album M-618.
MAURICE RAVEL. Ma Mere l'Oye
(Mother Goose). The Columbia
Broadcasting Symphony Orchestra
under Howard Barlow.-Here we
have evidence in abundance of
Ravel's dumbfounding mastery of
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the orchestra. The five little tone
pictures are: Pavane of the Sleeping
Beauty; Hop o' My Thumb;
Laideronnette, Empress of the
Pagodas; Conversations of Beauty
and the Beast; and The Fairy Garden. Columbia Album X-151.
GIOACCHINO Ross1N1. Overture to
William Tell. The NBC Symphony
Orchestra under Arturo Toscanini.
-An exemplary performance of a
frequently manhandled work. Victor Album M-605.
DIETRICH BUXTEHUDE. Send hid din
Engel. The Copenhagen Men and

Boys Choir with orchestra and organ under Mogens Woldike.-Recordings of compositions from the
pen of Buxtehude are rare. Your
commentator, for one, hopes that
the disc mentioned here will give
rise to a widespread desire for more
of its kind. Columbia disc 69752-D.
ARCANGELO CORELLI. Concerto Grosso
in G Minor (The Christmas Concerto), Opus 6, No. 8. The London
Symphony Orchestra under Bruno
Walter.-A superb performance of
an exquisitely beautiful work. Victor Album M-600.

Nor Bury in the Earth
The quivering notes reluctantly awake
From tremulous strings that feel the master bow,
And, torn. and throbbing with a sobbing ache,
Moan in a melody of longing woe.
Then suddenly the fickle notes efface
All grief as by a Lethean draught that brings
Forgetfulness; in sprightly, flighty pace
They flutter high on tinkling, silver wings.
Outside a cricket snaps his chirping drone
To marvel at the master's soaring strain;
Then, beating time, he fiddles at his own,
Pours out his heart in monotone refrain.
Although a fiddler's craft and skill it be,
God grant I use the Talent given me.
-GEORGE HOYER

THE LITERARY SCENE
Read not to contradict and confute-nor to believe
and take for granted-but to weigh and consider.
ALL UNSIGNED REVIEWS ARE BY MEMBERS OF THE STAFF

White Knight
DEMOCRACY'S NORRIS. The Biography of a Lonely Crusade. By Alfred Lief. Stackpole Sons, New
York. 1939. 528 pages. $3.50.
HE average American is weighted
down by a sense of helplessness
and hopelessness over against conditions of political graft and corruption
prevailing in our public affairs today. He feels that the situation is such
as to make him the helpless victim of
a vicious system which steadily increases the burdens of taxation in
community, state, and nation so that
dishonest officials may be able to
steal more and more.
One need have no great familiarity
with the present status of American
political affairs in order to realize how
much fact underlies and justifies this
feeling. Not even the right of suffrage
avails much, for ballots are only too
often dishonestly tabulated so that
the persons in power perpetuate
themselves whether elected or not.
If you have just about reached the
point where you are ready to abandon
all hope of ever correcting or modifying existing abuses, then read
Democracy's Norris by Alfred Lief.
This biographical study will revive
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your hope, give you renewed confidence in the democratic system and
in the ultimate triumph of honesty
and justice over political chicanery
and plotting. While the literary qualities of this book are not of the highest, the contents are carefully documented, and the message conveyed by
the interesting facts of Senator
Norris' life proves enlightening and
stimulating. The thoughtful reader of
this volume will be in a much better
position to interpret political happenings in our national life during
the past several years intelligently in
the light of the facts related in this
book.
George William Norris, born July
1, 1861, graduated from Valparaiso
·university in 1883, is one of those
ruggedly honest and fearless men who
have played such an important part
in the development of our democratic
manner of life. He has been a resident of Nebraska throughout the
period of his public career, and represented his state as a member of Congress from 1903 to 1912 and as a
United States Senator from 1912 up
to this time. He has been one of the
few men in public life who have been
keenly conscious of the great social
changes which have been going on
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Courtesy Howard and Crossley

There is evidence of the use of 'pulpits in English churches
as early as the XII century, but no wooden church pulpit
of an earlier date than 1330 is known to exist. This pulpit
dates from XV century and is found at Kenton, Devon.

Old pulpits are beautifully
proportioned to the buildings
in which they are placed. In
a small church they are frequently no more than two
feet in diameter inside. This
XV century pulpit is found
in Tattershall, Lincolnshire.
Note the candles placed beside the Bible desk.

Courtesy Howard and Crossley

I

Courtesy Howard and Crossley

Pulpits of this type, set squarely on the floor, were rare.
Usually the floor of the pulpit was at least four feet above
floor level. In some cases, as in Coventry, it was actually
seven and a half feet high. Heighington , Durham, is the
home of this beautiful pulpit with its moulded a_ngles.

Judging from ancient manuscripts, square pulpits were
in general use in the Middle Ages, but this shape gave way
to the polygon and more opportunity for beauty in form
and carving . This beautiful niche type pulpit is from
Trull, Somerset, early XVI century.

The pulpit is usually found fixed against the first pier west
of the screen, sometimes on the north side, sometimes on the
south. Later they were moved back against the screen,
usually on the north or Gospel side. This late XVI century
Devonshire pulpit is found at Chivelstone. It is carved from
a solid log of oak.
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Courtesy Howard and Crossley

This pulpit at Halberton, Devonshire, is very elaborate in
its carving and even the sconces carry out the same elaborate form. Its tall slenderness gives it grace and beauty which
is lacking in very many of the modern "massives."
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In the illuminations the pulpits usually stand on legs
formed by prolonging the angle posts. The most beautiful
form .of base is that in which the pulpit is supported on a
slender stem , branching out as a spreading capital. This is
shown in the example from Ipplepen, Devon , from the late
XVI century.
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Courtesy Howard and Crossley

The ornamentation of pulpits is generally very symbolic
and significant. This example from Cockington in Devon
shows angle buttresses which are square in plan, covered
with surface decorations of the honeycomb variety. The
native genius of these nameless artisans is the wonder of all
lovers of wood carving.
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during the past several decades and
who have put forth courageous and
heroic efforts toward having our government keep pace with these
changes. His life has been a life of
battle and hard work. He has been
a relentless opponent of machine
politics and a fearless proponent of
unpopular causes. Men like Robert
M. LaFollette, Sr. and Jr., William E.
Borah, Hiram Johnson, Louis D.
Brandeis, Roosevelt I, and Franklin
D. Roosevelt, have been his kindred
spirits. He has spent the years of his
public service in laboring for such
governmental reforms as: a worthy
civil service system; the preservation
of national natural resources for the
good of the people; an interpretation
of the United States constitution
which recognizes human rights as
superior to material values; the abolition of the spoils system and political
patronage; freedom from foreign entanglements in international affairs;
helpful farm legislation, etc. Senator
Norris has often been overwhelmed
by a sense of loneliness in his ceaseless battle against machine politics.
He has been the repeated victim of
bitter political persecution and often
been all but ostracized by his official
colleagues. While he has not succeeded in amassing a fortune despite
his extremely frugal manner of life,
he has had the great joy of seeing his
views triumph after years of apparently hopeless struggle and has made
himself an indispensable public servant of his state and nation. His
eminently successful career ought to
prove an inspiration to all men in
public life who are determined to
place truth, honor, and service above
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selfish interests and personal gain.
While we cannot approve of the
Senator's religious views, which are
represented by his biographer as those
of the natural and self-righteous man,
we do greatly respect his statesmanship, his high sense of honor and integrity, and the admirable courage
with which he has waged war on those
who by their graft and lawlessness
would shatter the very foundations
of democratic government.-Should
America ever go communistic, it
would certainly not be, as some would
have us believe, because of men like
Senator Norris, but rather because of
the ultimately unbearable political
fraud and ruthless plundering of irresponsible persons in places of public trust.

Puzzled Reviewer
LAST FLOWER. By James
Thurber. Harper and . Brothers,
New York. 1939. 116 pages, 11 x 8.

THE

$2.00.
the author of this
CONCERNING
volume the New York Herald
delivers itself of the following sentiment, "He is one of our great American institutions, and the sooner more
people realize it, the better off they
will be." The Boston Globe pronounces the book "magnificent" and
finds it a combination of "genius and
wit." And so it goes on. People perching on towering thrones of literary
judgment, to whom one must look up
with reverence and awe, make all
manner of commendatory and appreciative noises when they speak of this
product of Jimmie Thurber's pen.
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Judge then, if ·you can, what a sense
of bafflement must come over one
who trustfully undertakes to bathe
his spirit in the floods of wisdom, wit,
and beauty which are so confidently
asserted to overflow this literary vessel, and who then fails to feel so
much as one globule of grateful moisture in contact with his skin. And
the one to whom this happened, 0
gentle or ungentle reader of mine,
am I.
AS A LAST desperate resort, I sat me
down with my soul in the stillness
of this night and chided it in these
frank words: "Now look here, old fellow, this is serious. Here this book is
being acclaimed as great stuff by
people who ought to know, and youyou can't see anything in it. Do you
want to stake your opinion against
theirs? Who do you think you are?
Listen, you had better open your eyes
and look long and hard and find what
you're supposed to find." So there followed another careful and anxious
survey, in · the most receptive of
moods, with all emotional strings
keyed to respond to the lightest touch
-but no airy fingers reached out from
the page to stir the waiting strings
into life.
There remains, then, only one
course to take. I can tell you what is
the visible fashion of the book, and
possibly some esoteric message in it
that eludes me will reveal itself ·to
you. To begin, the thing is gotten up
like a child's picture book. Its heavy,
unglossed pages are bordered in a
delightful sky-blue. The right-hand
pages consist of crude line drawings,
while the left-hand pages carry a few
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words of text. The pictures are drawn
as an eight-year-old might draw them;
the text is in neat lettering.
No doubt the story is the chief
thing-for the book does tell a story,
"a parable in pictures," as the subtitle announces. Here it is: After the
twelfth World War (2 pages of
sketchy soldiers, mouths wide-open),
civilization collapses, and everything
on earth is in ruins. Men degenerate
most lamentably and sit around listlessly. One day a (dogfaced) girl finds
the last flower in the world wiltily
drooping and gets a (blankfaced)
young man to nurse it back to health
with her. A bee and a hummingbird
visit the flower (By the way, 'jever
see any, Jimmie? What you drew are
a canary and a butterfly!). The flower
multiplies (due to the ministrations of
the canary and the butterfly, y'understand). The (dogfaced) girl and the
(blankfaced) young man take up
with each other, and little by little
the world is rebuilt. There appear
again tailors and cobblers, painters
and poets, sculptors and wheelwrights, and, alas! soldiers (3 pages
of them, marching). Presently there
is another World War (another 3
pages of soldiers, mouths wide-open).
This time the destruction is so complete that there is nothing at all left
in the world except one (blankfaced)
man and one (rainyfaced) woman and
one (droopy) flower.
The key to the "parable" must, as
the title indicates, somehow be in the
flower. Maybe it is a very, very precious and uplifting thought that the
one last flower induces the (dogfaced)
girl and the (blankfaced) young man
to rebuild the world, and maybe the
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book closes on a very, very sweet note
of starry-eyed hope because there is
still that last (droopy) flower for the
(blankfaced) man and the (rainyfaced) woman to find and to be encouraged by into rebuilding the world
yet once more. Maybe you get the
"genius" and the "wit" and the "magnificence" of it. I certainly hope you
do.

The Glory That Was Greece
THE LIFE OF GREECE. By Will Durant. Simon and Schuster, New
York. 1939. 755 pages. Illustrated.
$3.95.
NUMBER of years ago, Will
Durant decided to write a series
of books so broad in their scope and
so exacting in their requirements that
most scholars would have boggled almost instinctively at setting their
hands to the task and assuming the
concomitant responsibility. But Dr.
Durant is not made of ordinary clay.
His knowledge is far-sweeping, his industriousness is prodigious, and his
pen is clever. When he made up his
mind to record The Story of Civilization, he undoubtedly realized that not
all his observations and not all his
deductions would be bullet-proof; yet
one can readily imagine him ruminating somewhat as follows: "There
is need of a comprehensive survey of
the accomplishments and the failures
of mankind since the beginning of
time. I know very well that I am not
omniscient. But I am passionately interested. I have devoted many years
to a careful study of the civilization
of the human race, and I am sure
that I shall derive much pleasure and
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no small amount of profit from writing a number of books on the subject.
I dare not forget, however, that what
I put on paper must be based on
arduous and patient research and that
it must be couched in a readable style
-a style which will not defeat its main
purpose by frightening the average
reader away at the very outset. There
will be more than one big volume;
but if I am able to make the presentation clear, smooth, and logical, mere
copiousness of subject-matter will not
deter a knowledge-hungry public
from buying and reading what I
write. At any rate, I shall try."
Perhaps a still, small voice whispered to Dr. Durant, "Your Story of
Philosophy has been tremendously
successful. Is there, then, any reason
under the sun why you could not
write an equally successful Story of
Civilization?"
So Dr. Durant girt up his loins
and tried. The first volume, entitled
Our Oriental Heritage, met with a
favorable response throughout the
length and breadth of our land. Consequently, it was almost a foregone
conclusion that the second installment of the vast undertaking would
likewise be welcomed with open arms.
The Life of Greece has been on the
market for a number of weeks. It,
too, is a big book, and the publishers
are advertising it cleverly and effusively. It has already given rise to
much discussion-discussion that inevitably makes for sales-promoting
publicity.
In The Life of Greece Dr. Durant
undertakes to give a comprehensive
account of Greek government, industry, manners, morals, religion, philoso-
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phy, science, literature, and art from
the earliest times to the Roman conquest. Yes, it has been a Herculean
task; but, on the whole, the diligent
and enthusiastic author has accomplished his assignment successfully.
IT IS futile, of course, to regret that
America's greatest Hellenist, the
late Basil Lanneau Gildersleeve, of
Johns Hopkins University, did not
leave us an extensive work on the
civilization of the ancient Greeks. In
all probability, he would have treated
the vast subject with more thoroughness and, in many instances, with
keener understanding than we find in
Dr. Durant's book. His style, too,
would have been both pithy and beautiful-even more pithy and more beautiful, in fact, than that of the author of
The Life of Greece. The literature of
the Greeks, for one thing, would have
been discussed with a much deeper
understanding of its inherent strength
and with a better insight into some
of its intrinsic weaknesses; for candor
compels the statement that, although
we learn much about the literary
heritage of Hellas from The Life of
Greece, we realize, at the same time,
that we are listening to a man who,
in more than one instance, has merely
sunk his teeth into the subject and
has not yet masticated and digested
what has been taken into his mouth.
The discussion of Homer, for example, is amateurish. Much of the essence of Greek literature has not yet
made its way into Dr. Durant's flesh
and blood.
This, by the way, is one reason why
we urge those who study The Life of
Greece not to depend implicitly on

each and every one of its findings.
Here and there, it will be advisable
to resort to an antidote. "But what
antidote?" you may ask. "Is it not
true," you may continue, "that the
books which specialists have written
about the Greeks are usually beyond
the digestive ability of the average
reader?" The answer is "Yes." Nevertheless, we need not hesitate to recommend a work, entitled The Legacy
of Greece, which was published by the
Oxford University Press in 1922.
Read Dr. Durant's praiseworthy tome
by all means. You will surely agree
that parts of it are worth more than
one reading. Perhaps it is destined to
become a classic. But do not overlook
the older and more scholarly volume
which came to us from England. We
venture to declare that The Legacy of
Greece, to which eleven eminent
savants have contributed, has already
become a classic. In it you will find
a masterful essay on Greek literature
from the pen of R. W. Livingstone,
who uses less than forty pages to give
us one of the most beautiful and, at
the same time, one of the most brilliant discussions of the subject in the
English language. It will serve as an
effective antidote to some of the
things Dr. Durant has to tell us.
Naturally, a brief review cannot
even begin to touch upon the immense wealth of material contained
in Dr. Durant's well-written book.
You will find much of it exciting and
much of it valuable beyond measure.
But some of it may ruffle your feathers. You will agree, we believe, that
the author is not a trustworthy guide
when he writes of Christianity.
In an age when so many have ac-
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quired the asmme habit of turning
up their noses at the study of the
heritage bequeathed to us by the
Hellenes of old, The Life of Greece
shows us with the clearness of the
noonday sun that in the civilization
of today mankind is constantly rubbing elbows with thoughts and things
that have come down to us from
ancient Hellas.

A Notable Judge
LAW AND POLITICS. Occasional
Papers of Felix Frankfurter, 19131938, edited by Archibald MacLeish and E. F. Prichard, Jr. Harcourt, Brace and Company, New
York. 1939. xx.iv and 352 pages.
$3.00.
HE WORK of the Supreme
Court is the history of relatively
few personalities. . . . The fact that
they were there and that others were
not, surely made decisive differences.
To understand what manner of men
they were is crucial to an understanding of the Court." So wrote
Felix Frankfurter in the Harvard
Law Review in 1931. The nine Justices of the Supreme Court, in his
opinion, are not beings who "embody pure reason and are set apart
to become the interpreters of sacred
words with meaning fixed forever and
ascertainable by a process of ineluctable reasoning," but they are personalities whose "judicial judgments
are bound to be determined by the
experience, the environment, the
fears, the imagination of the different
Justices."
On that showing, it is of decided
interest and importance to know
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something about Mr. Frankfurter,
since he has now himself been elevated to the Supreme Bench. Because
he will have a voice in the final
adjudication of many matters that
are of the utmost importance to the
American people and will even, at
times, no doubt, give the deciding
vote, one has good grounds for inquiring what is the cast and temper
of his mind and what are the abilities, attitudes, opinions, and tendencies which he has brought to his
office. To furnish material for a
judgment on these points, two men
who studied law under him at Harvard have, in this book, collected 38
selections from what Mr. Frankfurter
has written and said at various times.
The term "Politics" in the title, by
the way, does not mean party politics,
but "the science and art of government." The selections fall under eight
heads: The Supreme Court; the Elements of Judicial Greatness; the Liberties of a Free People; Labor and the
Courts; Government and Administration; Business and the Courts; Law
and Science; a Political Autobiography.
As one reads Frankfurter, one is
amazed that such mastery of diction
and such fluency and vigor of style
should have been achieved by one
who came to our shores at the age
of twelve without knowing a word of
English. Because the selections are
carefully chosen with an eye to that
end, they gradually fill in for one the
outlines of the man, and one comes
to see him as a keenly analytic
thinker who abhors formalism,
cliches, and word-spinning and makes
it his constant endeavor to hold in
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mind the substance that underlies the
form and to remember that law
fundamentally is not a body of rigid
rules but a continuous effort to keep
great time-tested principles applied
to the ever-shifting conditions and
needs of the life of society.
HE chief preoccupation of the seT lections
that make up the book is
the Supreme Court: its place and
function in American life, its past and
present, its procedure and the principles that guide or should guide it,
its personnel, certain of its decisions.
Inevitably there is frequent reference
to the Constitution and discussion of
its nature and of its relation to the
work of the Supreme Court. It is
made clear that the Constitution is
not an all-embracing collection of
rules to cover all cases that may arise
and that, therefore, most decisions of
the Supreme Court are "not at all a
necessary deduction from 'principles'
hidden in the Constitution, to which
only the Supreme Court has the
code." Rather, they "largely involve
a judgment about practical matters,
and not at all any esoteric knowledge
of the Constitution." "Through the
generality of its language the Constitution provided for the future partly
by not forecasting it. And so American constitutional law is not a fixed
body of truth, but a mode of social
adjustment." The Constitution, fortunately, "is flexible enough to respond to the demands of modern
society." The most important thing,
then, obviously is that the Justices of
the Supreme Court be men who will
interpret such "convenient vaguenesses" as "due process of law" in the

Fifth Amendment and "equal protection of the laws" in the Fourteenth, wisely in view of existing conditions and humanely on the basis of
a truly democratic philosophy.
Frankfurter pays his respects to
three Justices by whom his own views
have been largely shaped: Holmes,
Cardozo, and Brandeis. The longest
selection in the book is a reprint from
the Atlantic Monthly (March, 1927)
on the case of Sacco and Vanzetti, in
which the evidence and the legal procedure in that famous case are reviewed. There are articles concerned
with child labor, labor injunctions,
public utilities, monopoly, and other
of the great issues that recently have
been, and still are, confronting the
American people. The selections in
the book are not in technical language, but neither are they popular
in the sense of being written for the
uneducated or the lazy-minded.
On one further point we should
have welcomed a candid expression
by Frankfurter, namely on the legal
profession itself. He rightly says of
lawyers, "In this country, theirs is
probably the greatest power for good
or evil." Unfortunately corruption,
venality, piracy, and other anti-social
practices are so wide-spread among
members of both the American bench
and bar that they have become matters for anxious concern to thoughtful men everywhere, and particularly
disquieting is the fact that the legal
profession seems unable or unwilling
to purify itself. It grieves one that
Frankfurter also seems to fall under
his own dictum: "When it comes to
criticism of its own, the legal profession, so far at least as represented by
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'the leaders of the bar,' is a reticent
priesthood." Such reticence, alas! is
of the type made notorious by Eli.

Another Autobiography
of America
THE

HERITAGE

OF

AMERICA.

Edited by Henry Steele Commager
and Allan Nevins. Little, Brown
and Company, Boston, Mass. 1939.
xxiv and 1152 pages. $4.00.
OTWITHSTANDING the editor's prefatory declaration to the
contrary (p. viii), The Heritage of
America falls into "that category of
'collected documents' or 'source
books' of which large numbers already exist." At least it is a hundred
to one that librarians will classify it
as a source book or a collection of
documents. The basic difference, if
any, between this and other source
books of American history (e.g.,
Hart's American History Told by
Contemporaries and Van Doren's
Autobiography of America) is one of
degree, not of kind. True, as the
editors state, the work under review
is not for the specialist, certainly not
for the narrow specialist, but like
Hart's and Van Doren's and dozens
of others it lends itself admirably to
the pursuit of American history in
high school and college no less than
at home or elsewhere. This reviewer,
at any rate, is grateful to Messrs.
Commager and Nevins for making
available additional source materials
to which he can refer his college
classes in American history.
If it is difficult to see a difference
in kind, it is easy to see the difference
in degree between this and similar
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collections of source materials. In
point of excellence, this, the most recent attempt to let representative actors on the stage of American history
speak for themselves (without benefit
of psychoanalysis) and thus to create
a vividly impressionistic drama of our
national development, surpasses all
earlier attempts of a similar nature
known to this reviewer. It is certainly
a better piece of work, both in scope
and in selection, than Van Doren's
Autobiography of America (Albert
and Charles Boni, 1929). Here are
two hundred and fifty-two selections
of the widest range and variety,
grouped around thirty-five topics and
reflecting every important phase of
our history from pre-Columbian voyages to the New Deal. Each selection
is provided with an appropriate introduction giving the reader the background necessary for an intelligent
appreciation of the source it introduces. These introductions are uniformly brief and to the point. Not
only do they add immensely to the
readability of the selections, but they
also give a measure of coherence and
continuity to the work as a whole.
Indeed, one can read this book from
cover to cover with really little awareness of the gaps necessarily found in
a work of this kind.
It would be easy, of course, to find
fault with the editors' selection of
materials, as to both inclusion and
exclusion, and just as futile. In the
humble opinion of this reviewer the
editors have shown keen discrimination and good taste in making their
selections from the well-nigh inexhaustible materials to choose from. It
was their purpose to put the past on
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parade, and this is precisely what they
have done. In this parade we see
representative men and women from
every significant period of American
history and from every important
walk and station of American lifethe colorful, fascinating march of
American democracy.
To those whose reading of American history has been restricted to
treatises written by professional historians this volume will prove a welcome relief. Not that The Heritage
of America presents an impersonal,
unbiased view of our history, for even
books of this sort may be colored in
the process of selecting and arranging
the sources. But instead of the prosaic, sometimes tiresome, and frequently unwarranted, generalizations
and opinions of "scientific" historians, the reader here comes face to
face with some of those whose experiences constitute the stuff out of
which the epic of America is being
fashioned.
Summa summarum: a genuine contribution to the literature of American history.
W. E. BAUER

Opinion Holders
AMERICA'S HOUSE OF LORDS:
An Inquiry Into the Freedom of
the Press. By Harold L. Ickes. Harcourt, Brace and Company, New
York. 1939. 214 pages. $1.50.
AMONG the fundamental rights

fi guaranteed to American citizens
is the freedom of the press. I.t is unfortunately too true that only those
economically able to publish a news-

paper have that right. Today sixtythree chains own or operate 316 daily
newspapers having control over 37%
of the total newspaper circulation. In
these days when democracy is being
threatened everywhere it is an alarming fact that newspaper publishing is
business and that the modern publisher, as a big businessman, is vitally
interested 1n guaranteeing and safeguarding profits at the expense of the
millions who do not have adequate incomes. The owners of America's newspaper chains have fortunes which run
into astronomical figures. It would be
absurd to suppose for one moment
that the sympathies of such owners
are directed toward a rearrangement
of the present economic system. The
exceptions only prove the rule.
As brief as this book is, Harold L.
Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, has
put a lot of facts and indignation
into his study of the present status
of America's freedom of the press.
Discounting his New Deal bias (and
there is very little of that here), the
facts and figures he records are indeed
alarming. Secretary Ickes shows the
intimate relationship between newspapers and private utilities. When
President Roosevelt attempted to
place a restraining hand upon the
holding companies he was immediately attacked as a Communist. He
was fighting the few property owners
and therefore earned the antagonism
of the big publishers who are some of
America's largest property holders in
the utilities field. Whatever Roosevelt
has advanced of a progressive political or economic nature, has earned
for him an astonishing collection of
epithets.
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Secretary Ickes is not alone in holding such an opinion of the reactionary nature of most of America's newspaper owners and publishers. Such a
Midwest Republican as William Allen
White has said: "The press, theoretically, is as free as it was fifty or a
hundred years ago. The editor can,
if he will, say what he pleases and
do what he chooses with his press,
but in three generations the American press has become properly affected by the security of its profits."
Between 1922 and 1935 the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company
spent $68,000,000 to create a favorable public opinion for itself. It
would take a stout-hearted publisher
and editor to remain uninfluenced.
It is hardly to be wondered at any
more that few people believe what
they read in the papers. It is a commonplace in American folkways that
there is an intimate relationship between the advertiser and publisher.
That newspaper is a rarity which
dares to antagonize a large advertiser
by proposing some social or economic
reform which would directly affect
the advertiser.
There are many other items Secretary Ickes writes about to prove that
in America we have an economic royalty whose veto power is tremendous.
He cites many instances showing how
hostile newspapers may distort a
speech or an interview with a progressively-minded public official. He
demonstrates how the press can and
does build up nonentities of the Calvin Coolidge and Thomas Dewey type
into presidential possibilities.
The remedies which Secretary Ickes
proposes are nebulous. The problem
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of establishing a free press is beset
with myriad difficulties. The best way
to support the cause of the freedom
of the press would be to encourage
those newspapers and magazines
which are honestly independent. The
few liberal weeklies and monthlies
make a small dent in national circulation figures, but there are about a
dozen American newspapers whose
journalistic reputation for upholding
the standard of decent journalistic
ethics makes them valuable assets to
the democratic way.
Let it be noted here that Secretary
Ickes does not attack the editors and
reporters who are, after all, economically tied and must perforce listen to
the master's voice. It is ironical to
see newspaper employees classify their
own newspapers as unfair. At the end
of the book there is appended a list
of America's most fair and reliable
newspapers. The writer should have
included the St. Louis Star-Times, the
Emporia Gazette, the American
Guardian, and LaFollette's Progressive in the listing.

Greed
THE ENDING OF HEREDITARY
AMERICAN FORTUNES. By Gus-

tavus Myers. Julian Messner, Inc.,
New York. 1939. 395 pages. $3.50.
USTAVUS MYERS, whose History of the Great American Fortunes has become an economic classic,
completes the drama of the decline
and fall of America's masters of greed.
What he has to say and advocate in
his latest treatise will provide several
evenings of uncomfortable reading to
all who insist that wealth is a deriva-
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tive of prayer and industry. Nor will
Marxists who advocate a bloody liquidation of America's wealthy approve
of Gustavus Myers' thesis. Mr. Myers
contends that private wealth has
never benefited America and that
we are on the road toward taxing
private wealth out of existence.
AR back in the days when our
F democracy
was very young, the
laws of entail and primogeniture
threatened the future of a nation
which firmly believed in equal economic opportunity. Many protest
meetings and many impassioned editorials had to be produced before these
ancient European practices were relegated to the ash bin of history. After
primogeniture and the ritual of entail
had been outlawed, the troublesome
question of granting charters in perpetuity to banks and other corporations
had to be fought through courts and
legislatures. If the masters of America's wealth had been less greedy, less
obtuse, it is doubtful if the Workingmen's Party of 1829 would have
gained a large membership. But
wealth had abused its privileges,
bribed too many legislators, to be permitted to go scot free. The result of
all the agitation against America's
primitive monopoly capitalism was
Andrew Jackson's historic fight
against Nicholas Biddle of the Bank
of the United States.
Jackson won the fight, although in
the winning he was the recipient of
more abusive words _and low epithets
than any other president, with the
possible exception of the present incumbent of the office, has ever received from America's rich. At any

rate, Jackson smashed the monopoly
of the bank, but he did not settle the
problem of the accumulation of
wealth. An American citizen was still
free to gather in as many dollars as
the Treasury coined.
Not until 1878 was the movement
started to "tax accumulated wealth
out of existence." It was apparent to
the socially conscious that if the
wealthy could endow their money
and property with eternal qualities
the United States would eventually
be bound hand and foot to the
chosen few. This was an intolerable
situation. Suffering, want, starvation
were prowling America's streets and
highways while the privileged few
grovelled at the foot of the golden
calf. The Knights of Labor advocated
the levying of a graduated income tax
upon the mammoth fortunes. The
storm aroused by the proposal has
striking similarities to the recent
vituperation poured upon the President when he asked that our economic royalists be reminded of the
fact that they too live in a democracy.
The epithet, "agrarianism," was
hurled by America's royalists.
When the Populist Party was organized in the 80's, one of the main
planks in its platform was the thesis
that "the fruits of the toil of millions
are boldly stolen to build up colossal
fortunes for a few, unprecedented in
the history of mankind." The Populists demanded the graduated income
tax. A few more generations had to
come and go before the income tax
was incorporated in the Constitution.
When the income tax law went
into effect, one more milestone in the
levelling process of huge fortunes had
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been erected. Add the passage of increasingly stringent inheritance laws
in the last few years, and even the
passing observer might note the effects of time on private money reserves.
The book ends on the optimistic
note that our hereditary fortunes will
eventually be wiped out. A liberalized
U. S. Supreme Court and a NewDeal-conscious nation will apply the
finishing stroke in killing the dragon.
"The definite aim, as expressed in national sentiment and in legislation,
has been to break up great estates by
heavy taxation upon inheritances."
Myers may be too optimistic, because
entrenched wealth has several tricks
up its sleeve before it capitulates to
democracy. Remember, Fritz Thyssen
financed an Austrian house painter!
The book is heavily documented.
It is fascinating reading. The case
histories of America's wealthy are
presented in a tolerantly humorous
manner. The reviewer was unable to
discover any error of fact. If there
are errors, Gustavus Myers will be
subject to some heavy libel suits from
his victims.

A Tyrant Unmasked
IN

STALIN'S

SECRET

SERVICE.

By W. G. Krivitzky. Harper &
Brothers, New York. 1939. 273
pages. $3.00.
AREFUL observers have long
been convinced that Soviet Russia is under the heel of a ruthless
and self-seeking tyrant. Enthusiastic
protagonists of Communism may proclaim with wild-eyed fervor that
Stalin's way of governing is ideal in
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every respect and that the U .S.S.R.
has "the most democratic constitution
in the world." Timid parlor pinks as
well as rabid streetcorner reds may
tell us that the Russia of today is a
land of equal opportunities for all
and that the man who directs the
internal and external affairs of the
vast country will go down in history
as a great benefactor of the human
race. But the policies pursued since
the enthronement of the Hammer
and Sickle have proved beyond the
slightest shadow of a doubt that
Sovietism as applied under the aegis
of Stalin and his truckling satellites
has ground every vestige of personal
liberty into the dust of the earth.
For many years, General W. G.
Krivitzky was an energetic and highly
successful henchman of the Kremlin.
He believed heart and soul in the
fundamental tenets of Bolshevism
and was convinced that a practical
application of the doctrines set forth
by Lenin would be a godsend not
only in his fatherland but also in
the world at large. For this reason,
he devoted himself with burning zeal
to the cause of Sovietism and the
Comintern. Eventually, he became
chief of Stalin's intelligence division
in Western Europe. But when the
bloodthirsty Asiatic who now rules
Russia demanded too much from
him, he resigned. Since he knew as
well as anyone could ever hope to
know that this step of his would put
the unscrupulous cutthroats of the
Kremlin on his trail, he fled for his
life. At the present time, he is living
in the United States. But even here
he is not entirely safe, because the
bloody-minded monster of Bolshevism
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stretches out its tentacles into almost
every nook and cranny of the world.
HE revelations printed in GenT eral
Krivitzky's book are as exciting and as sensational as they are farreaching. Here we learn that Stalin
long ago considered it the part of
wisdom to appease Hitler. A thoroughgoing realist in the hectic game
of power politics, he was not to be
swerved from his conviction by the
endlessly repeated assertion that the
high priest of Naziism had constructed an impregnable bulwark
against the spread of Communism.
Recent events in Europe have proved
that Krivitzky was not baying at the
moon when he made his startling
disclosure in the pages of the Saturday Evening Post a number of
months before the conclusion of the
Soviet-Nazi pact of August, 1939. In
his opinion, Stalin "can only hope to
remain in power by working hand in
hand with Hitler."
One wonders what the apostles of
Communism in our country and in
other lands will reply to the following statement: "At no time has any
single Communist Party in the world
managed to cover more than a very
small percentage of its expenses. Moscow's own estimate is that it must
bear on an average from ninety to
ninety-five per cent of the expenditures of foreign Communist Parties.
This money is paid from the Soviet
treasury through the O.M.S. in sums
decided upon by Stalin's Political
Bureau."
We read in General Krivitzky's
book how and why Stalin showed his
hand in the Spanish civil war. There

was not the slightest trace of altruism
in his support of the side which was
eventually defeated by General Francisco Franco with the aid of Germany
and Italy, unless one is na'ive enough
to believe that an effort to propagate
the virus of Bolshevism is an altruistic
act. Krivitzky tells us that Stalin intervened in Spain "in the hope that he
might, with the stepping-stone of a
Spanish dependency, build a road
from Moscow to London and Paris,
and so ultimately to Germany." But
"his maneuver was unsuccessful. . . .
He succeeded in murderous intrigue,
but failed in waging war.... All he
got out of the adventure was a pile
of Spanish gold." Perhaps he does
not regret his failure in Spain now
that he, the self-styled neutral, has
been winning so many bloodless victories since the outbreak of the war
in Europe.
General Krivitzky relates how the
utterly unscrupulous Stalin once
brought about the issuing of a huge
sum of counterfeit money in the form
of Federal Reserve bank notes of the
United States. The machinations and
the unspeakable crimes of the dread
OGPU are revealed in all their stark
horror, and the author presents a
thought-provoking explanation of the
"confessions" made by many of the
staunch oldline Bolsheviks whom
Stalin, for reasons of his own, decided to sweep from his path. General
Krivitzky admits that his solution of
the problem of the "confessions" "is
incomprehensible to the Western
mind"; but he is firmly convinced
that the doomed men resorted to
their apparently incongruous course
because "they wanted to make known
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to the world and to history that, up
to the hour of their death, they were
still engaged in a political struggle,
that they were 'confessing' to crimes
against the party in a last desperate
effort to be of service to it."
There is a breath-taking chapter
telling us in detail why Stalin had
many of his generals shot some time
ago, and, in conclusion, the author
gives us an account of his own break
with the tyrant and of the ensuing
attempts upon his life. After we have
read what General Krivitzky relates
concerning Stalin's purge of the Russian children-a crime which can
never be erased from the horrified
memory of mankind-we wonder how
a man who seems to be constitutionally and on principle addicted to
bestial cruelties can still find zealous
supporters in numerous parts of the
world. We are told, of course, by the
defenders of Stalin that there must
be terrible suffering before Bolshevism will be able to shine forth in all
its glorious humanitarianism. What
an apology!
In his introduction to In Stalin's
Secret Service, General Krivitzky
urges Romain Rolland and Eduard
Bene~ to divulge to the world what
they know about Stalin and his works.

Provocative Discussions
MEN OF MUSIC. By Wallace Brock-

way and Herbert Weinstock, with
an introduction by Deems Taylor.
Illustrated. Simon and Schuster,
New York. 1939. 613 pages. $3.75.
EEMS TAYLOR, one of the most
significant of our present-day
American composers and a writer
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and radio commentator of widespread
popularity, puts his finger on the
leitmotif of this book when he tells
us in his introduction that it "is the
chronicle of a line of musicians every
one of whom left the art of music
somehow different from what he
found it."
Men of Music does not pretend to
be a comprehensive history of the
tonal art; but you will find in its
pages provocative and engagingly
written discussions of the careers and
the achievements of many renowned
composers who, in conversations and
arguments the world over, are sometimes lauded to the skies, sometimes
condemned to the bottomless pit of
futility, and sometimes merely tolerated. If you have a penchant for
clever and piquant writing, you will
applaud the authors in lusty fashion
and wish that all those who hold
forth in print on music and musicians had the ability to present their
material in a manner as interesting
as the way in which Messrs. Brockway
and Weinstock have set forth their
conclusions. If you are sensitive and
squeamish about such an important
thing as style, you will, I believe, discover numerous evidences of the twofold authorship of the book.
Do not read Men of Music unless
you are well fortified against shocks.
If, for example, you have sworn allegiance to the school of thought which
joyfully and triumphantly concedes
to Johannes Brahms a place of honor
among the greatest of the great, you
will, in all likelihood, feel many
twinges of pain as you absorb what
Messrs. Brockway and Weinstock
have to tell you about this famous
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an eloquent counterblast in Men of
Music. Wagner enthusiasts will not
always be pleased with what the resourceful authors tell them about
their idol; and if, perchance, it has
been your conviction that the Ring,
let us say, or Beethoven's Ninth, or
Brahms' Fourth, or Tchaikovsky's
Pathetique, or Handel's The Messiah, or Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue
is the greatest composition ever written, you will do well to give careful
consideration to the conclusion proclaimed on page 45. Without qualification of any kind, Messrs. Brockway and Weinstock award the palm
to Bach's Mass in B Minor.
Men of Music is one of the most
fascinating books on the tonal art
your reviewer has read in many a
day. True, its scholarship does not
floor a well-equipped student; but
neither can one say that the learning
and the judgments purveyed by
Messrs. Brockway and Weinstock are
weak in the knees or decked out in
flimsy habiliments. The big volume
is especially valuable because it provokes thought and stirs arguments.
Its first chapter has the arresting
heading, "There Were Great Men Before Bach." Then the book goes on
to discuss-biographically as well as
critically-Bach,. Handel,
Gluck,
Chopin,
Liszt,
Wagner,
Verdi,
Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Debussy, Richard Strauss, Sibelius, Stravinsky, and
other important men of music. A list
of recommended recordings is appended.

composer. You may be of the opinion
that their attempt to uncrown the
man is as futile as it is clever and
rash; but, if you decide to have at the
authors because of their boldnesssome sticklers would call it impertinence-be sure, in the first place, that
your critical quiver is filled with
sharp arrows and, in the second place,
see to it that you are able to shoot
without missing.

JFsneering
YOU have been in the habit of
indiscriminately at each
and every one of the brainchildren begotten by that enigmatic Russian
whose name was Peter llyich Tchaikovsky, Messrs. Brockway and Weinstock will do their best-and it will
be an uncommonly skillful best-to
induce you to change your mind. You
may not be convinced that their deductions are always founded on logic
pure and undefiled; but you will
surely be goaded into prolonged and
intensive thinking. You will find that
the two authors fight in all honor
even when they seem to take delight
in making your hackles rise.
Those who are afflicted with
Debussy-phobia will prick up their
ears when they read that the widely
discussed French composer was "animated by the most fructifying spirit
in twentieth-century music"; but the
strikingly positive assertion will undoubtedly impel them to re-examine
their own view. Those who are inclined to place Igor Stravinsky on an
exceedingly lofty pedestal will find
♦

sentative of the dying rich industrialist, is mortally afraid of death. A philosopher, a scholar, a youngster with a
social conscience, a vacuous blond,
and a diabolical doctor make up the
rest of the cast. The story ends on one
of the weirdest notes in modern literature.
Mr. Huxley's novels have often run
foul of censorship. Also in this respect
the present volume is no exception.
Scattered through it are pages of a
feverish filth which is a clear sign of
decadence. It must be admitted, however, that there are occasional flashes
of insight which are remarkable. He
has caught the darkness of modern
life. He calls the religion of Liberalism drivel. His writing is, as always,
brilliant. The novel is not recommended, except possibly for serious
students of the lower depths of the
modern mind.
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A brief glance at recent books-

BEN AND ME
Edited by Robert Lawson. Little
Brown & Company, Boston. 114
pages. $1.50.
A charming and astonishing volume.
"Me" is a mouse that crawls one night
into Benjamin Franklin's cap and
thereafter takes the credit for Franklin's most brilliant achievements. It
is difficult to tell if the book is written for children or for adults. Typical
of its style and approach are the following paragraphs concerning the
Declaration of Independence. "When,
on the Fourth of July, it was adopted
by the Congress as the 'Declaration of
Independence,' there was a great celebration in Philadelphia. Bells rang,
bands played, and men and boys pa-

AFTER MANY A SUMMER
DIES THE SW AN
By Aldous Huxley. Harper &
Brothers, New York. 356 pages.
$2.50.
R. HUXLEY has been known
for some time as the embodiment of the post war generation.
Highly articulate, he has poured out
a series of bitter disillusioned novels
which have often been only thinly disguised tracts.
The present story is no exception.
It tells the fantastic tale of a fantastic
group of men and women thrown together in a castle in southern California. The owner, Jo Stoyte, a repre-
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raded the streets shooting guns, pistols and firecrackers-a most terrifying
racket.
"Ben, of course, joined in these
sports despite my protests, and was
noisier than any of the youths. He
managed to burn most of his fingers,
but when he singed my tail severely
with a firecracker I finally rebelled,
threatening to reveal who had really
written thi5 Declaration.
"He quieted down then."

HELL ON TRIAL
By Rene Belbenoit. E. P. Dutton
& Company, New York. 317 pages.

$3.00.
A few years ago Rene Belbenoit's
Dry Guillotine aroused the attention
of the civilized world. Somewhat incoherently but graphically he told the
story of the notorious prison colony
in French Guiana. Hell on Trial is an
equally incoherent sequel. It is less
personal than Dry Guillotine and tells
the story of a number of men who
have been condemned to permanent
exile and imprisonment in the damp-

ness and fever of the tropics. One wonders how long France will permit this
blot on its escutcheon to remain. It
is interesting to note that the Department of Immigration has ruled that
Mr. Belbenoit was to leave the country
during January.

ATTORNEY FOR THE PEOPLE
By Rupert Hughes. Houghton
Mifflin Company, Boston. 361
pages. $2.75.
Although Mr. Thomas E. Dewey
will probably not get the Republican
Presidential nomination, his career is
worth the attention of all Americans.
He has been a valiant fighter in the
public interest. In this volume Mr.
Rupert Hughes tells the story of his
work in New York City, especially his
successful battle with the underworld,
in rapid narrative. One need not be a
Republican in order to admire the
courage and sound virtues of District
Attorney Dewey. He will undoubtedly
loom larger on the American scene as
times goes on and his political and
social ideas reach maturity.

I

The
JANUARY
Magazines
Each month THE CRESSET
presents a check list of important articles in leading
magazines which will be of
interest to our readers.

The Atlantic Monthly
How Much Do You Help the
Church?
By the REVEREND PHILLIPS ENDEcorr OscooD
We'll report on this article before your pastor has a chance to
hurl it at your unsuspecting head.
If you are a sincere and loyal
church supporter, the facts of the
article will fill you with sadness.
If you are one of those members
just barely on the periphery, beware! "If faith is right, support
will come; so we are told. . . .
'The Lord will provide.' Selah!
This theory would work out perfectly if all of a congregation were
like its ideal members, who give

from sheer self-abnegating comprehension and passion for the
Cause. They are the disciple band,
disciplined by love's realism to unostentatious sponsorship. But the
remainder of the church folk?
How many of them let themselves
off more easily? Barometrically
one can estimate their religious
climate by their attitude toward
church underwriting. The less the
fidelity, the more revealing the
donation." In analyzing annual
per capita contributions, the
writer of the article demonstrates
that the communions predominantly "conservative" are above
the "liberal" in their contributions. Here is an article that
needed writing and needs reading.

Labor Takes in the Fair
By CHARLES STEVENSON
If New York's World's Fair was
a picture of the world of Tomorrow, then the role labor will
play in that world is rather alarming. Charles Stevenson, a reputable journalist, shows how labor
tsars gouged foreign exhibitors as
well as American exhibitors out of
huge sums of money. Because an
electrical union had purchased
$120,000 worth of Fair bonds,
leaders of the union assumed they
had the right to charge a wage of
$2.00 an hour. The case histories
retailed in the article provide hairraising reading. It will be worth
hearing labor's side of the story.
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American Novels: 1939
By BERNARD DEVOTO
One of America's younger critics discusses the three leading
novels of the year. Presumably, he
offers them as candidates for the
Pulitzer Prize. It so happens that
your reviewer who covers the Atlantic also reviewed at considerable length two of these novels.
Hopefully he urged that the third
novel which Mr. DeVoto discusses
be given a review. Anyway, here
are three best novels of 1939, according to Bernard De Voto: John
Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath,
Thomas Wolfe's The Web and
the Rock, and Vardis Fisher's
Children of God. DeVoto shows
how all these novels are intensely
American in thought and action.
They are written with remarkable
artistry. They look back upon a
glorious past and forward to a
destiny that is wholly American.
Mr. DeVoto and your reviewer
disagree on two of the selections.
Elgin Groseclose's Ararat should
displace the novels by Fisher and
Wolfe.

Fortune
War and Peace
Here is an editorial which raises
questions of such range and variety that an epitome like this can
barely touch on them. It is a cry
for spiritual leadership by the
Church, a leadership that is based

on absolute values and that is
therefore consistent, unfaltering,
and dependable. · "The solutions
to material problems," it is
pointed out, "are not to be found
within materialism. The ultimate
answers to the questions that humanity raises are not, and never
have been, in the flesh. In order
for humanity to progress it must
believe; it must have faith in certain absolute spiritual values, or
at least have faith that absolute
spiritual values exist." The
Church, it is felt, has failed to give
such leadership as is needed and
has let the guidance of the world
pass into the hands of the laity
(statesmen and educators, columnists and pundits, scientists and
great men of action), and t~ese
have not given, and cannot give,
true Christian leadership. Too
often, as in the World War, the
pastors have merely echoed the
voice of the multitude. "The only
way out is the sound of a voice,
not our voice, but a voice coming
from something not ourselves, in
the existence of which we cannot
disbelieve. It is the earthly task of
the pastors to hear this voice, to
cause us to hear it, and to tell us
what it says. If they cannot hear
it, or if they fail to tell us, we, as
laymen, are utterly lost. Without
it we are no more capable of saving the world than we were capable of creating it in the first
place." The editorial presents
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many a clear insight and gives
evidence of a deep and sincere
feeling of need, but unfortunately
it is built on the mistaken assumption that Christianity is, or should
be, able to lead the world into
earthly well-being and progress
through some doctrine of social
(as apart from individual) rebirth.
This, however, does not dispose
of the sad fact that the divine
message which the Church has for
groping mankind does not sound
forth in every marketplace and
ring from every housetop as it
should.

For tune Round Table
Sixteen business, labor, banking, consumer, and educational
leaders met to discuss "America's
Stake in the Present War and the
Future World Order." They
agreed that if this war leads Europe to adopt the totalitarian economic system, the U.S. might
moye in the same direction, for
reasons of self-defense, and that if
the U.S. should find itself the one
remaining democracy in a totalitarian world, it might develop a
native totalitarianism of its own.
They held that America should
not participate in the war "under
circumstances now visible" but
"adopt that form of neutrality
that at least will not increase the
prospect of German success and
will postpone the prospect of our
becoming involved as a belliger-
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ent." The findings of this Round
Table struck us as an ill-disguised
attempt to serve the interests of
English imperialism and American Bourbonism, even at the cost,
if need be, of war. We cannot but
regard this Round Table as an
unworthy successor of those that
have gone before.

Scribner's Commentator
The Magic of X-Ray
By

CARL DREHER

The scientific marvel known as
the X-ray will be forty-five years
old next fall. The author briefly
treats the history of Roentgen's
great discovery and the development of its use in medicine and
surgery, with which the average
layman has at least a superficial
acquaintance. Then he goes on to
show how the X-ray is being used
by engineers, mechanics, and
era£ ts men of various kind. The
plumber uses it to locate pipes in
buildings. Castings, forgings, and
all kinds of metallic components
have their weaknesses and diseases, and the X-ray reveals them.
Art museums use the X-ray to expose forgery in painting as well
as to show major alterations in the
original, either by the first artist
or by some unknown who decided
he could do better. He describes
how Veronese's sixteenth century
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"Mars and Venus" was repainted
again and again until the artist
finally decided he had done his
best.

What Kind of Peace Can
America Underwrite?
By H. V.

KALTENBORN

This well-known journalist and
radio commentator has given a
very sane and sober presentation
of an all-important question. Mr.
Kaltenborn writes as a neutral,
without noticeable bias. He predicts that Germany will "lose this
war for the same reason she lost
the last one-her supreme ability
to lose friends and antagonize people." When peace comes the
United States will participate in
making that peace. Why? "Because
we are helping one side to make
war and because, without our
help, neither side can make a real
peace."
What would such a peace be
like? Mr. Kaltenborn answers the
question by setting up "Fourteen
Points for 1940," not one of which,
he maintains, can be ignored.
Here they are. They are worthy
of serious study:
I-Reconstitution of Poland, including all territory indubitably
inhabited by a majority of Poles.
(This would involve recreating
something like the Curzon Line
in the East and a modified 1914
line in the West.)
2-Reconstitution of Czechoslo-

vakia with territory inhabited by
Czechs and Slovaks. (This would
permit the Poles to keep Teschen
and the Germans to retain the
Sudetenland.)
3-Reduction of armaments.
(This is necessarily a slow process
if it is to be negotiated rather than
dictated. Halting all increases
might be the first step. Establishing a distinction between weapons
of offense and defense might be
the second. The work would have
to be entrusted to a permament
commission, including belligerents
and neutrals.)
4-Limitation of war weapons
affecting civilians. (It should be
possible to restrict submarines,
chemical warfare, aerial warfare.
In any case, the attempt must be
made.)
5-The creation of a European
federation open to all powers accepting arms reduction.
(A
League of Nations can come later;
continental federations are the
first step.)
6-Each country to be free to
determine its own form of government. (Changes forced from
without are never enduring.)
7-Readjustment of colonial
mandates. (Germany is entitled to
share in colonial administration.
Italy is entitled to certain readjustments. All mandates should resume their character as a trust,
assumed
with
responsibility
towards undeveloped populations.
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All countries should be entitled to
trade in all mandated territories
on an equal basis.)
8-Reduction of tariffs, quotas,
and trade barriers. (This can be
done only to a limited extent since
national sovereignty is involved.
But it is possible to restrict or
eliminate ~y common agreement
mutually injurious practices.)
9-Regional customs unions in
interdependent areas, such as the
Danube valley. (The last peace
treaty created a series of destructive economic frontiers.)
IO-Elimination of racialism.
(This refers to official government
support of anti-Semitism or the
Nordic superiority doctrine. These
false teachings cannot, of course,
be forcibly suppressed in free
countries, but governments can
agree not to give them official support.)
I I-Freedom of speech, press,
and religion to be re-established.
(Dictatorship cannot thrive where
these three freedoms remain. This
is a positive statement of the allied
slogan, "Down with Hitlerism,"
and will be much more palatable
than emphasis on a forcible suppression of the authoritarian
creed.)
I2-Mutual cancellation of all
war debts. (This is a contribution
we will have to make sooner or
later anyhow. It is better to offer
it generously than to accept it
reluctantly.)
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I3-Rights of minorities must be
clearly defined and mutually guaranteed. (No possible frontiers can
eliminate minorities. · Their importance disappears the moment
their cultural, economic, and political rights are equal to those of
the natives.)
14-Stabilization of currencies.
(Here, too, we will have to sacrifice some of the gold we have
buried in a Kentucky hole. It does
us little service now, and it can
help the world to recover economic sanity.)

The Problem of Influenza
By

GEORGE

w.

GRAY

In addition to a statistical account of the world-wide ravages
of the influenza epidemic of 1918
and 1919, this article offers an informative discussion of the nature
of this disease and of the researches which have been and are
being made to find some vaccine
with which to conquer it. Alt_h ough the present knowledge of
this disease is still fragmentary and
it must still be called "a stubborn
enigma," there is always the hope
that empiricism may yield a cure
even before a full knowledge of
its viral agents is available. "It is
not only the toll of disease that
challenges science, but also its tantalizing never-to-be accepted darkness.
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Since Yesterday
By

FREDERICK LEWIS ALLEN

This is the final article of the
author's series on the social climate of the nineteen-thirties and
reviews the books, paintings, photography, and the movies. The author emphasizes that the social
consciousness so noticeable in the
books that were written was significantly absent in the movies
that were shown to 85 millions a
week. "If a dozen or two feature

pictures, selected at random, were
to be shown to an audience of
1960, that audience would probably derive from them not the
faintest idea of the ordeal through
which the United States went in
the nineteen-thirties-the movies
took one to a never-never land of
adventure and romance uncomplicated by thought." The article is
of special value because of its discussion of the most popular books
of the past decade.

I

THE

MOTION
PICTURE

THE CRESSET examines samples of
Hollywood ofjerings.

THE TEN BEST MOVIES
This list is rather belated because your reviewer waited for
Gone With The Wind : Unfortunately the printer is asking for
copy. It is for this reason that the
list may be incomplete. Here,
therefore, is the list of the ten
best movies of 1939. Best, of
course, could be endlessly qualified, but such qualifications would
lead one into every sort of artistic
and moral puzzle.
I. Mr. Smith Goes to Washington. A second viewing of this
movie confirms our original con-
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tention that it is the best movie of
the year. Brilliantly directed and
produced by Frank Capra, Mr.
Smith proves that Hollywood can
deliver the goods.
2. Goodbye, Mr. Chips. Oozing
an undue amount of sentimentality, Greer Garson and Robert
Donat nevertheless offer the movie
goer a delightful evening of entertainment.
3. W uthering Heights. AI though
deviating from Emily Bronte's
plot, here was an adult study of a
famous novel. Wears well the
third and fourth time.
4. The Old Maid. Burdened
with a heavy plot, Bette Davis
manages to breathe life into Miss
Akins' tear-jerker.
5. Juarez. A movie of ideas and
action based on a tragic episode
in Mexican history. Paul Muni
deserves an award for his acting.
6. The City. Reviewed at length
in a previous issue of THE CRESSET, this documentary film easily
ranks as one of the best productions viewed in 1939.
7. Young Mr. Lincoln. Halting
in many spots, Henry Fonda's acting saves the story of a legendary
Lincoln episode.
8. Stagecoach. The director of
The Informer, John Ford, shows
how necessary it is that a movie
actually move.
9. Nurse Edith Ca-veil. Despite
the pro-British bent of the picture,
the movie is a briliant biographi-
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cal study with Anna Neagle as
Edi th Cavell.
IO. Made For Each Other. Not
much to the movie but it was an
appealing study of a young married couple entangled in economic
problems.
There you are. If any reader
feels inclined to object, please do
so mildly. The columns are open
and objections, criticisms and catcalls will be gladly recorded. In a
later issue of THE CRESSET the
troublesome problem of the movie
will be considered at greater
length.
CITY IN DARKNESS (20th Century Fox)
An ingeniously devised detective story featuring the redoubtable Charlie Chan. The scene is
laid in Paris; and the mystery is
solved shortly before the Prefect of
Police is notified that Hitler, Mussolini, Daladier, and Chamberlain
have signed on the dotted line at
Muni ch. Yes, propaganda for
France and Britain has now made
its way into the Chan pictures.
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS (Paramount)
Max Fleischer is a clever cartoonist; but, in our humble opinion, he has not matched what Walt
Disney achieved in Snow White.
Nevertheless, Dean Swift's brilliant satire, twisted and garbled
though it is in Paramount's fine

production, is worth seeing more
than once. If all the entertainment
provided by the movies were as
wholesome, as thought-provoking,
and as refreshingly humorous as
that which is so generously and
so skillfully ladled out in Gulliver's Travels, there would be cause
for rejoicing. The tunes composed
for the production are by no means
on a par with those that contributed in large measure to the
phenomenal success of Snow
White.
THE AMAZING MR. WILLIAMS (Columbia)
A deftly spun detective yarn is
spoiled by the wholly unnecessary
admixture of near-vulgarities. Melvyn Douglas and Joan Blondell
have the leading roles.
THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE
DAME (RKO)
A magnificent production based
on Victor Hugo's famous novel.
Charles Laughton's portrayal of
Quasimodo, the hunchback, is unforgettable. His superb acting is
reinforced by make-up of remarkable effectiveness. Maureen O'Hara
impersonates Esmeralda with impressive skill. All in all, the picture is memorable both from a
purely technical point of view and
when judged by the standards of
art. One is sorely tempted to use
the adjective "colossal." William
Dieterle is the director.
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by the painstaking research of Frank
J . Taylor and published in The
Forum, November, 1939. Furthermore,
the language cannot be defended with
the term "amoralistically." Blasphemy
is never "amoralistic" even in the
mouths of the "deeply religious" who
"have lost every contact with a, better
way of life." Even among them a
beneficent "Uncle John" can hardly
be called "Jesus Christ Awmighty"
without becoming blasphemous. Nor
is all the indecency found in the
mouths of the characters. The author
himself stoops to obscenity in his
descriptions, which would hardly be
expected in a novel that is expected to
go down in history as a classic. The
description of Grandpa J oad emerging from the bedroom on _the morning before the family leaves for California, the lecherous description of
Rose of Sharon, the fornication of
Uncle John at Shawnee, the altogether unnecessary introduction of
lewd anecdotes, all convict the author
of catering to the immoral requirements of the present-day reading public.
Again the reviewer asks, "Must a
novel be barred and condemned solely because its language is in spots
filthy?" and answers, "The reviewer
believes that would be unfair." Unfair? To whom? To a reading public
that has lost its balance and can no
longer distinguish between the language of the bawdy-house and literature? Or unfair to the readers of a
magazine purporting to give a conservative Christian view of current
literature? Certainly to the readers of
the latter type of magazine it is only
fair that a reviewer set up and rigidly

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
Good Criticism
SIR:

Permit me to voice my objection to
the favorable review of The Grapes
of Wrath by John Steinbeck in the
July issue of THE CRESSET. The reviewer asks, "Does John Steinbeck
put bawdy language into his characters' conversation with the intention
of shocking and promoting a bestseller?" and answers, "This reviewer
will maintain that John Steinbeck is
innocent. Let us say that he uses language amoralistically ... its story and
implications are decent and compatible with Christian standards of moral
conduct."
In answer, by implication the
author makes the fruit growers of California into heartless monsters and
the peace officers conscienceless murderers, which is contrary to "Christian standards of moral conduct." For
the facts of the sociological and economic background of the migratory
laboring class in the fruit-growing regions of California and their treatment I submit the evidence gathered
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maintain certain minimum standards
up to which a novel must come, regardless of any other claims, before
it can be recommended "that it must
be read by every adult American."
This minimum standard, to make the
novel "decent and compatible with
Christian standard of moral conduct,"
must sternly reject every slur cast upon our blessed Redeemer. It must
reject every slur cast upon the institution of Holy Matrimony. It must
reject every misuse of God's Holy
Name. The plot and the situation,
particularly if it deals with the present times and pretends to invite action on a social evil, must at least be
possible, to say nothing of being probable. The novel so favorably reviewed
by the unknown reviewer in the July
CRESSET stands condemned on every
one of these counts.
W. A. POEHLER
Morristown, Minnesota

Opera
DEAR SIR:

Most of the time I agree with your
erudite music critic, Walter Hansen,
in his observations on thisa and thata
in the field of music. But his discussion of opera in the December issue
brings out the Irish in me. I am
frothing at the mouth, but not because of the "glib-tongued sage."
In his tirade against the star system
in opera and his listed reasons for its
existence Mr. Hansen fails to give
any credit at all to this practice for
keeping opera alive in the United
States, which is just what it has done.
Stars like Rethberg, Pinza and Jepson
are the main attraction in opera for

the American public simply because
there is nothing else to hold its interest. Why should people waste an evening listening to something they
can't understand?
Which brings me to Mr. Hansen's
dissertation on opera in translation.
I do not particularly care to listen to
opera sung in English translation, but
I sincerely believe that for the benefit
of the average audience who pays to
sit through a performance of Boris
Godounow or Siegfried, to name two
of the more difficult from audience
standpoint, it should nearly always be
sung in the vernacular. As Mr. Hansen is no doubt aware, opera has
never enjoyed great popularity in the
United States. Other than the regular
patrons of the three permanent
houses, people attend once or twice
a year just to hear their favorite arias,
with which they have become familiar
via the medium of radio, sung by
their favorite artists, whom they have
also come to know through radio or
concert. In fact it is chiefly because
of radio that opera has experienced
any notable success whatever throughout the country. Even the management of the Metropolitan has admitted that.
Mr. Hansen's sole point of argument against opera in English is the
well-worn opinion that it is impossible to obtain suitable translations.
In fact the gentleman doesn't have
much use for the species translator in
any form. He doesn't go so far as to
say that we should always produce
Lilliam in the original French and
Hedda Gabler in Norwegian but he
might as well have. In Berlin Carmen
is sung in German, in Milan Die
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Gotterdammerung is sung in Italian
and they are both sung in French in
Paris. The English language is admittedly difficult to sing and not particularly beautiful, but surely we have
people in the United States who can
write translations as good as those
that are heard in Europe-and enjoyed mightily from all indications.
To conclude this fumbling argument for opera in translation I'd like
to repeat a story which is true-according to the person who told it to
me. It seems (it seems all stories must
begin with "it seems") that during a
performance of Lohengrin the tenor
was singing his third act farewell and
about to step into his swan-drawn
vessel when he discovered that the
swan had already crossed up-stage and
disappeared. Evidently some stagehand had jumped a cue. Not at all
perturbed, the dignified Lohengrin
sang loudly in perfect German,
"When does the next swan leave,
please?" The cast was convulsed but
there was nary a titter from the audience. The case rests, your Honor.
May I close this lengthy epistle with
the observation that THE CRESSET
continues to be the best magazine of
its kind, secular or religious, on the
market. Fully as timely and witty as
any, it far surpasses most of them in
real literary value.
MARIAN McGREW
Alhambra, California

From the Empire
SIR:
My purpose in writing you at this
time is to call attention to some statements which have appeared in THE

L
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CRESSET in a recent issue. I have been
a reader of this magazine from the
very beginning and have always been
very pleased with its attitude toward
current problems. In the last number,
however, I find some paragraphs
which seem to be unfair.
I am referring particularly to the
attitude THE CRESSET seems to take
with regard to the countries now at
war in Europe. It seems to be that of
many other magazines in the States,
namely, that all governments in
Europe are very much of the same
type, that they are equally selfish
and revengeful and that there is not
much to choose between them. May I
say that we in Canada resent this?
We are far from claiming that the
British government has always done
right and has not made mistakes but
we do feel the present British government has made sincere attempts to
avoid war and that it has entered
it only after all honorable means to
avoid it have failed. We believe that
the British government went to great
lengths, yea almost too great a length,
in 1938 to appease the dictator but
found that hardly six months later all
these attempts had failed and the
only alternative was to bow to the
Nazis and subsequently lose their freedom or declare war.
THE CRESSET has in the past severely criticized Hitlerism. Anyone who
has studied the philosophy of Hitlerism and his adherents should recognize also where the real cause of the
present war is to be found.
Is it fair, therefore, to put the
British government in the same class
with the Nazi government as you practically do in the first article of the
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December issue? And who is meant
by "pseudo-democratic countries currently butchering men, women, and
children in the name of an artificial
slogan"? From the contents it would
appear that England and France are
meant.
In the article on Neutrality (page
9) an attempt is made to set forth
what are the facts with regard to the
European situation. This is supposed
to be expert opinion. In point I we
are told that Hitlerism is a direct outgrowth of the Versailles Treaty. That
is only a half truth. It is always
hazardous to point to one thing as a
cause of a great movement. It ought
to be clear to any competent observer
that the Versailles Treaty is only on~
factor in a very complex situation.
Furthermore, it is not true that the
men at Versailles were governed altogether by revenge, greed and selfishness. The French, who dominated the
Versailles Con£erence, were moved by
fear of the German menace more than
by anything else. Anyone who has
studied post-war history will recognize that the guiding principle of
French policy was what they call "security."
If it is true as you say in point 4,
page 10, that "totalitarianism as represented by Hitler is a definite danger
to personal liberty and freedom," then
why impugn the motives of those who
today are fighting this definite danger, as you do in point 3? You have
not one good word for them. You
speak of "diplomatic chicanery and
territorial ambitions" with the implication that their motives in the present conflict may be of the worst kind.
I do not mean to say that all the right

is on one side and all the wrong on
the other. That never has been the
case. It hasn't been the case with regard to any conflict the United States
has entered either. My plea is: Let us
be fair and let us be sure we are right
before making statements so severely
condemning other nations.
ARNOLD GUEBERT

Edmonton, Alberta

Communism
SIR:

Sentiments expressed in the review
of Crawford's Pressure Boys in the
November CRESSET should, it seems to
me, not go unchallenged. It may be
hard enough to stand by while other
things are being said about the Dies
Committee, but when former Governor Benson is taken under the reviewer's sheltering wing, this is one
too many. The truth is, people of
Minnesota did not have to be told
about Benson by the Dies Committee,
but the Dies Committee had to be
told about Benson by the people of
Minnesota, if it really meant to investigate and expose subversive activities in America.
Why not take it from the General
Secretary of the Communist Party,
Earl Browder? Reporting the success
of the strategy of the People's Front
to the Plenary Meeting of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party,
U.S.A., on December 4, 1936-which
was a long time before there was
either a Dies Investigation in Washington or a 1938 election in Minnesota-he said: "Where our strategy
was realized in its most satisfactory
form-as in Minnesota-we had no
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State ticket at all, but were among
the most effective campaigners for the
Farmer Labor ticket. ['Vote FarmerLabor straight! Vote for the best fighters for a National Farmer-Labor
Party! President Earl Browder, VicePresident James W. Ford. Vote for
every Farmer-Labor candidate!' This,
followed by the Benson State ticket,
was the cry of the 1936 Communist
Election Platform in Minnesota, unrepudiated by the Benson machine.]
Does that mean that we were weakened in that state? On the contrary,
we made the greatest advance of Communist influence among the masses,
precisely there." When one reads
Browder's latest book, The People's
Front, which appeared just before
the stunning setback in Minnesota,
and from which the statement quoted
is taken (pp. 139£), one pretty much
gets the impression that the FarmerLabor Party was his first love. Indeed,
it was not only the fondest hope of
the real ambassador of the Soyus Socialistichekikh Sovyetskikh Respublik
in America, but it was to him already
largely the realization of the Bolshevist hammer and sickle ideals: "Our
fundamental conception of the Farmer-Labor Party is that it will include
also the Socialist and Communist Parties. Wherever it is developing on a
mass scale, it does include both parties
in one form or another." (pp. 26f.)
"The growing movement for a Farmer-Labor Party is the specific form
of the American people's Front, which
we Communists see as the only hope
to defeat reaction." (p. 109.) Etc., etc.
This book is on the "must" list for
anyone who would discuss the subject
at all.
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I am tempted to tell of the incident
which occurred in our own little
town during the last campaign, or to
quote a letter written by Dr. G. A.
Lundquist, Professor of Sociology at
the University of Minnesota, in extenuation of the Governor's conduct
on that occasion, in which he blandly
says the latter's opponents "cry Communism, when we all know there is
no such thing, even in Russia." ButElmer A. Benson was defeated by
Elmer A. Benson. And at that he
worked hard and persistently to accomplish it, going up and down the
State losing friends and alienating
people. His best friends have no alibi
for him. They only regret that with
him went practically the whole State
ticket, if not the party itself, the short,
short story of which can be written in
two words: Built by Floyd B. OlsenWrecked by Elmer A. Benson.
Far from being impressed by the
charge of "patriotic" lobbying and
the caveat of dire things to come as a
consequence, the Dies Committee and
its sympathizers would, in view of the
fact that a little communistic leaven
goes a long way, do well to insist on
following the trail of Communist
propagandists through its devious
course. Minnesota people could, no
doubt, do worse than follow the career of such men as the former propaganda chief and editor of the official
F.-L. weekly, who, immediately after
the defeat in the last election, forgot
his consuming interest in the party
which had served him so well and,
deserting the cause of "the people"
of the State when they were most in
need, went on to a more fertile fieldhe is, we are told, in Washington now
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-while others of his ilk have gone to
parts to us unknown. The tortuous
red trail should be followed to its end.
PAUL H. BURGDORF
Red Lake Falls, Minnesota

Bad Company
SIR:

The stationery is merely an excuse
to lapse into the editorial "we." During our months of journalistic endeavor we have found it a comfortable
refuge. Perhaps it is because there is
safety in numbers. The "I" looks too
emaciated and alone. And, too, it has
so many inhibitions.
Our words are expressly for the
Pilgrim. He seems to be in very bad
company. The cause and effect and
remedy are matters for long consideration, and so we propose to take our
time.
Midnight lunches . . . and out of
tin cans ... are not recommended for
people who would avoid indigestion.
That was the thing, no doubt, which
got the Pilgrim off to a bad start. It
is unfortunate that the Pilgrim should
choose a mouse of the garbage pail for
his contemplation. There are so many
other varieties ... the church mouse,
the pet white mouse, and the mouse
whose life is dedicated to science.
The Pilgrim might have consulted
Emily Post before he bestowed upon
the mouse of the garbage pail the
name of Aquinas. We are certain Mrs.
Post would have frowned disapproval,

and asked the Pilgrim what his reaction would be were he to find a
columnist in Commonweal naming
the mouse found in his garbage pail
Luther or Walther. The British have
a phrase for it .... "It isn't cricket."
And to call the mouse "Man" would
be to confuse the already confused
theories of evolution.
We have several suggestions for the
Pilgrim. In the first place, let him discontinue his midnight lunches. The
mind is too prone to be morbid at
that hour. And if there is no sodium
bicarbonate in the house, matters are
even worse. Let the Pilgrim scatter a
few bread crumbs on his window-sill,
and then watch the birds in the morning as they come to nibble. There is
something about morning and birds.
By the way, the Pilgrim might be interested to know that birds, too, live
on the refuse heaps, but they use their
wings for glorious flights into an infinite sky. Perhaps the Pilgrim, after
proper consideration, might be inclined to call the bird "Man."
And, lastly, we suggest that the Pilgrim put his garbage pail out on the
back-porch, and request the janitor to
empty it daily. It is advisable that all
possible measures be taken to eliminate feeding and breeding places of garbage pail mice. One might be a pleasant companion to contemplation, but
let the Pilgrim beware of a tribe!
HELEN M. LANGE
Chicago, Illinois

Contributors-Problems-Final Notes

Q UR major article this month

tion taken by our correspondent
this month is entirely reasonable.

presents a graphic picture of
the disturbed Baltic countries. Mrs.
Esther Abbetmeyer Selke, historian
and student, is a resident of Dickinson, North Dakota. She has contributed a number
of articles to leading magazines and
is especially well acquainted with conditions in northern
Europe.

~

The editorial staff of THE CRESSET regrets that in
a review of John L.
Spivak's book, Secret Armies, published in July 1939
(page 53) the reviewer failed to
show that a number
of statements were
merely a quotation
from Mr. Spivak's
volumeandnot necessarily the opinion
of the editors of
THE CRESSET. The
matter has been
called to our attention by an article appearing in the Defender
published by the Rev. Gerald B.
Winrod of Wichita, Kansas, in
which the following two paragraphs appear: "The CRESSET's endorsement appears in connection
with a review of Spivak's book
Secret Armies, which was exposed
March 1, 1939, on the floor of Congress, as a compilation of outright
falsehoods. The editor outlines its
contents in detail and concludes
with the words: 'The reviewer says
Amen.' Apparently it was not
known that the book is made up
entirely of articles reprinted from

The

Editor's

Lamp

Our guest reviewer this month is
Walter E. Bauer
(The Heritage of
America), Professor
of History, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, Indiana.

Since the publication of our review of The Grapes of Wrath, we
have received a number of letters
criticizing the position of our reviewer. Perhaps the best statement
on the other side of the question
came from the Rev. W. A. Poehler
of Morristown, Minnesota. It is
published in our Letter Column
this month. Concerning THE CRESSET's review, we can only say that
it was impossible to ignore the
volume. We believe that the posi-
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the Communist Daily Worker.
"Congressman Shafer of Michigan says: 'Spivak is notorious for
his attacks on all patriotic societies.
He is a member of the Communist
Party and served as a member of
the so-called Committee of Professionals to support Browder and
Ford, Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates, respectively, on
the Communist ticket in 1936.' "

With pardonable pride the
Managing Editor places on our
desk a list of the foreign countries
to which THE CRESSET is now
mailed regularly: Africa, Alaska,
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canal
Zone, China, Cuba, England,
Hawaii, India, and Venezuela. We
should like to add Tibet and
Outer Mongolia to the list.

Mood Indigo
The candles burn low, and the sands run quick,
And we wonder, we wonder with each small tick
Of the incompassionate clock on the wall
Whether or not we'll be here at all
When the autumn comes and the winds blow free
And the blue sky bends to the tallest tree!
And what of the tallow that drips through the years,
Warm for our happiness, cold for our tears,
Soft for our sorrow and hard for our painWill it be shaped into beauty again
When the world's latest light turns amethyst
And the barrier clouds melt into mist
And His angels lead us by the hand
Into the beautiful, beautiful land ...
Ah, surely new candles will reach to the sky,
And will grow and will glow, as the flames burn high!
DOROTHY BURMEISTER

I

FORTHCOMING ISSUES

I.

In "Notes and Comment" the editors will continue
their brief comments on the world of public affairs and
modern thought.

II. Major articles during the coming months will mcl_u de:
NOW ABIDETH FAITH . . .
A

p ASTOR

THE MOTION PICTURE

LOOKS AT LIFE

III.

In future issues the editors will review, among many
others, the following books:
HAPPY DAYS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . H.

L. Mencken

A SMATTERING OF IGNORANCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Oscar
THE INSIDE STORY . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • Robt.

Levant

Spiers Benjamin

VERDUN •....•.•••..••••.••••....•.......•... • Jules

Romains

ARMOUR • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • Robert

Henriques

DOCTOR HUDSON'S SECRET JOURNAL .....•.•..• • Lloyd

C. Douglas

No

ARMS,

No

IDAHO LoRE ..• ••••• •..........•••••.•••••••.••• Vardis
AcRoss THE Busy YEARS ••...........• . Nicholas

Fisher

Murray Butler

TESTAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP .....•...••••..••••... Vera
LoVE IN THE SuN .•..•.••. • ••...••.•••••••••• • Leo

Brittain

Walmsley

